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1Scope of the Book
The aim of this book is to expose you to the broad, long-term nature of most
“environmental problems*” and the inadequacy of how we make policy, and put values
on things through economics, to tackle these issues.
The Structure

The structure of the book is three-fold, reflecting the three
elements of the relationship between our life-support system
and ourselves, and why it seems socially and politically
acceptable, and, indeed, profitable to destroy this life-support
system with which, over millions of years, we have evolved.
The environment is a long-term phenomenon; modern
civilization is increasingly obsessed with short-term greed and
asset-stripping the planet. The three main components of the
book are:
1. To discover the common principles of environmental

science and ecology that makes the world work. These
we may call “The Rules of the Game.” This is how
Nature is and works limited only by the extent that we
fully understand it using the limitations of science.
Frequently we have to re-evaluate what we know, as
now through experimentation into sub-atomic physics.
At other times, this happened when Darwin’s ideas

*It is really rather
naïve to talk about
“environmental
problems,” since the
environment, which
works on Geological
Time, will take care
of itself, however
hard we try to
destroy it. What we
mean when we talk
about
“environmental
problems” is the
disruption of the
capacity of the
environment to
support human life.
That disruption is
very likely to have
been caused by those
same humans. We
always tend to
define “the
environment” in
terms of how it
serves and supports
us, rather than its
totality. Big Mistake.

burst upon the world. So, we don’t know all the Rules
of the Game in terms of science, but for most of us we have accepted that science,
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rather than blind faith, is the explanation of what we are and how we got here1 (see
box). At the same time, we are supposed to be reasoning beings, and so unlike the
rest of the species, we should comprehend the
consequences of our actions in the context of
what we already know about natural science.
Even when we do, it seems quite often as
though we choose to ignore fact and reality, to
behave selfishly, sticking our heads in the
sand, and imperil the generations to come, and
the very basis of human life on earth. To
prevent this suicidal behavior occurring we
must first understand how the natural world
works, accept the long-term risks and possible
consequences of our actions, and appreciate
that people are really just one integral part of
Nature (whatever religion may have said about
domination over the earth), and we must be
clear about what rules of the natural world we
have to obey in order to survive.
2.

I do not want to give the impression
here, or in any other part of the book,
that by working with scientific
rationality as our starting point, we
are dismissing alternative views,
especially the existence of “God” or
“Creationism.” It seems perfectly
reasonable to say that our concept of
God may be constrained by the limits
of our own knowledge of science,
and he/she/it could well dwell within
one of the eleven dimensions of
space that Quantum Physics—itself
very respectable—requires to explain
the origin of the Universe. For
instance, even though I trained as a
geologist, and a paleontologist as
well, I still find it very hard to look at
a diagram of the articulation of the
human knee, with its bones, muscles
etc. and really believe that this
happened by natural selection and
random mutation over a million
years or so. You can look at that
chart and say two things: “The odds
against this degree of complexity and
order being random are zillions to
one.” And you can say “I see
intelligent design in this.” Neither is
provable, but neither can definitively
be dismissed either. It is good to get
this out of the way before we go any
further!

The second component of the book looks at
how we, as supposedly intelligent beings, citizens, public bodies, and private
organizations, relate to environmental “issues” at all sorts of scales. This brings us to
the area of public policy: how and why it is made, and how it is applied through the
political process, legislation, and institutions. What relates the policy process and its

1

I do not want to give the impression that I dismiss that I dismiss the “Creationists,” who see the “Hand of
God” in everything—indeed science and faith could converge as Physics explores 11-dimensional space.
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components to the Rules of the Game we examine in Part 1? It is more evident, with
every decade that passes, that policy does not follow the golden rules of science—
sometimes because science cannot give the policy-maker the type of definitive, shortterm “yes/no” answers he/she wants in the essentially short-term, crisis-driven world
that is politics. Climate-change exemplifies this, as the argument continues back and
forth about “Does it exist?” “Isn’t it ‘normal????’ “Is it Man-Made?” “What Should
We Do About It?” The policy issues are often not clear-cut and science cannot always
produce the black and white answers, though much of what appears in the media
gives the impression those things are proven when they are not. Policy has,
increasingly, to work on the basis of Risk Analysis and not scientific proof, as
traditionally defined. This is especially true in a world of accelerating change, in part
brought about by our increasing capacity to change things by our machines and
inventions. No society before us ever had this power, though the deforestation that
preceded agriculture was pretty impressive, I’ll admit.
3. The third component is Value and Values. This brings us to the core of economics and

how it expresses the way we value things; all of them reduced to a common
denominator—the $. We require this complex mechanism to make sense out of trade,
exchange, labor, and all other forms of “making the world work.” However, the key
here is that economics expresses our values and how these work out through supply,
demand, market and price. It does not tell us what these values must be. The purpose
behind this exercise is to gain enough of an understanding of the economic process to
make predictions about what will happen if any of the variables change. The
expression, for instance “it isn’t economic,” means that we don’t value it—not that we
shouldn’t or cannot value it. Economics is a secondary process driven by values
(though you would not think that if you talk to most economists). We decide what is
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going to be economic by exercising human emotions such as greed, fear, compassion,
impulsive behavior, compulsive/obsessive behavior and lots more. The environment
is in a mess because we do not appreciate it for what it is, but for what it can do for us
here and now. In banking terms—a good analogy in these days when banks
themselves have lost all sense of lasting value—we treat the environment like capital,
not interest. That is not because of economics—it is because of greed and stupidity,
foolishness and short-sightedness and a lack of consideration for those who follow. It
is something of an extension of the Judeo-Christian tradition of Man having been
given dominion over the earth, the birds of the air and the beasts of the field so that he
can, if he is not wise, wipe them out. So, the problem is nothing new; modern
technology and explosive population growth have simply made it possible for us to do
very quickly too.

Applying these ideas.

Since the first three sections of the book lay down the three key elements of any problem that
we have to put together to gain an understanding, and thus, the potential for a wise and
lasting solution, we pull all this together in the next section, which looks at a series of global
public-policy issues that have the long-term, interdisciplinary nature that most environmental
issues have—which is why politicians are so fatally bad at dealing with them (though this is
not entirely the politician’s fault). Under the heading of each of these issues, we shall try and
see the three-fold components that, together, constitute the issue: science, policy and value.
9

Again, we must remember that one of the most powerful explanatory tools is perception and
psychology—what people think, rather than what they know; what people want to believe,
rather than what seems obvious, and so forth. Furthermore, these perceptions change over
time, can be manipulated by intrusive mass media with a reach and power unimaginable even
a generation ago. Lastly, given the splendid anarchy of the World-Wide Web, we have a
more democratic platform for our views that ever before. How can secrets lurk under this
spotlight? But, at the same time, we should remember that the Web is anarchic, and the
layperson cruising the Web has a hard time discriminating between “good science” and “bad
science” or even what is science and what is just a polemic. Whatever you want to believe, it
is there for you with all the “evidence.” Check out the 9/11 conspiracy theories. Is any of this
“science?”
The Approach: A Summary

The first thing we have to do, then, is acquire some basic environmental science, or more
strictly ecological rules and principles, though, let me emphasize, this is not going to turn
into a course in chemistry or biology per se. We will explore, in simple outline, the nature of
environmental science, matter and energy, biological communities, and kinds of ecosystems.
In short, we will try to understand the physical processes that make the world (and you)
work, and we'll look especially at those processes that sustain human life (Our "LifeSupport" system), remembering all the time that these do not separate us from other life
forms. At this point we shall also look at how people make decisions that, in theory, should
apply these environmental principles to the organization of society's behavior. In other words,
our rules should be the same as those of Nature. But are they? The next part of the basic
principles segment of the course is concerned with “resources,” resource economics and
value. What does it really mean to say that something is "cheap" or "expensive" in terms of
10

the ecological principles we have just examined? There is a conflict right now between
economics and ecology, and this is illustrated in the table shown elsewhere in our discussion
of Values, and titled Economics and Ecology, which we shall discuss at some length. Many
people think, as we noted above, economics is a set of rules telling us what to do, whereas, in
fact, it is the opposite, being a mechanism for expressing, understanding and projecting our
current values. If we choose to have a party for a limited time at the world's expense, we can
construct a system of economics that is only too happy to let us do that. At the moment there
is considerable friction between the "environmental conservation" group and the "job
conservation" group over many issues such as forests. Why?
We will not ask "Who is right?" But, “What are the consequences of thinking this, or doing
that?” We will ask "On what basis should this conflict be resolved?"
In the second part of the course we shall study some key policy issues, and see how we
should analyze them to come up with solutions that are naturally sustainable. We shall look
first at the basic question of populations, and the factors that control population growth, since
we seem to be threatened by our endless capacity to increase human
numbers on a small, finite planet isolated in space. Where—and how
— will it all end? Will we bury ourselves in our own waste? Use all
available energy? Run out of food and resources? Take off into
space? Be wiped out by Bird Flu? There is no shortage of options in
the debate. We must consider the options facing us if the weight of
population is not to bury us all.
We shall then move on to consider the policy issues of energy, pollution, and the prospect of
global climatic change.
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Then, at the end of the book we shall consider this troublesome word Sustainability.
Everyone loves to use it, but what does it mean? Maybe it has been used so much, like the
word Excellence, that it no longer has any meaning left and is merely a symbol of wanting to
be seen on the “right side.” How can you have a sustainable use, for instance, of oil? Once
you burn it, it’s gone. We are not, in this course, as I said, providing answers. We are
concerned, as was Plato, with helping you understand how to frame the questions that are
going to shape your lives: No doubt about it! Remember: the scholar is not the person who
has all the answers, but the one who knows what the questions are.

2Some Basic Thoughts
Why should you study and analyze environmental problems that are sometimes
geographically isolated from your daily life? Do they have any relevance? Can
they instruct you in the kinds of choices that you will make when you buy a
product, travel, vote, or discuss local or international events? I think so.
You are part of an interconnected, dynamic system called the
biosphere, that thin—thinner relatively than an egg-shell—
layer of the earth's surface that includes living organisms and
the water, air, and the mineral resources that support life. We
find that this system is increasingly vulnerable to the
collective impact of all of us. You cannot escape
responsibility or involvement. In turn, we humans are vulnerable to the changes we
set in motion. There is nobody “looking after us;” we live or die as the
12

consequence of our own actions. That goes especially for those who follow, whose
lives are in our hands.
You recognize that you need clean water to drink, clean air to breathe, adequate
and nutritious food to keep you going,2 and a place in which you actually enjoy
living—as opposed to some place where status, high or low, has taken you. In
addition to the basic things you also seek comfort, security, and the chance to
accomplish your goals. Sometimes what you want may seem fine to you, but it
may be at the expense of someone else, or the future sustainability of the world,
which is tough, but there it is. You can't have everything, and there is no such thing
as a free lunch. But, why should I do anything about it? What can I do?
Everything. Because if everyone thought like that, we would be living in a
dictatorship, or become extinct through over-indulgence. It is important to consider
whether success and happiness coincide. I would argue that in the US and,
increasingly, in Europe, they do not, and this current financial debacle should
provide us with a chance to question the costs and benefits of modern life. I wish it
would. So, we are raping the earth, and are miserable at the same time.

2

Though anyone visiting the contemporary USA might have some serious doubts about that, since people have
increasing problems controlling and looking after their own obesity, never mind what is going on in the
environment
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You may regard all the above things as your birthright as a citizen in a free, and
free-market, unregulated economy and society, and in the US people come closer
to realizing this than anywhere else—and it is there that the problem is most
advanced. On the other hand, the world is full
of people—in fact the majority of them have a
hard time getting the basics together, and
getting from one day to the next. The “rich
west” may be only 8% of the population of the
earth, but we consume the majority of the
planet's resources. It would be impossible for
everyone to live like this, even though that is
what they all wish for, though this wish seems
irrational when we look at the social
dimensions of “prosperous” societies.
It is easy to say, "I am just one of more than
6½ billion; I can't possibly make that much of a
difference." But, if everyone says the opposite
of that, they collectively make one heck of a

There is a curious dilemma in
understanding the world of people
in the developed world, especially
the USA. On the one hand, it is
where everyone wants to be
because, and I firmly believe this, if
you have the will to work and
succeed, you will do so in the USA
more likely than anywhere else.
That is why it is so rich and
dynamic; that is why it is the Mecca
of the immigrant.
But—why is the principal cause of
death “stress-related illness;” why is
morbid obesity now classified as an
epidemic; why is shopping now
acceptable as a classification for a
disease, why do the majority of
marriages fail; why does the
Washington Post tell us that the
“average American” has only two
friends (one of whom is a spouse,
and therefore more than likely to
stop being a friend); why are so
many people on legal, or illegal,
mind-altering drugs, and why did
they mess up the world’s financial
system through an orgy of greed
and irrationality? There does seem
to be some sort of contradiction
here.

difference. In fact, that is how real change comes about, not by edict from
Parliament in a democracy—though nobody seems to believe that. When enough
people make their views known, economics changes, politics changes, and the
world changes. The message of this book is that every one of you makes, or could
14

make, a difference in a functioning democracy. Think for instance, if you have a
child in the US, as it grows up it will consume 80 times the energy of a child in
Bangladesh! So two American children are the counterparts of 160 children living
in poorer parts of the globe.
Sometimes, threats to the environment are close to home and readily observed, and
it is easy to understand direct "cause and effect" relationships. Other threats are far
away and not as obvious. Regardless of where such changes are
initiated, one or more elements of our individual
lives may be affected sooner or later. In this age of
fantastic and rapidly accelerating technical
change, it is more likely to be sooner than later,
and we have less and less chance of being
prepared for it. Through this book, I hope, you will come to understand the
relationships that link your everyday actions to the future of the world, and to
appreciate that you have decisions to make, risks to take, values to think about,
priorities to set, and consequences to evaluate. Even if you decide this is nonsense,
and you are not going to change a thing, you will have made a decision that will
affect you, and the people around you. You might as well realize that because it
happens to be true.
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As a world citizen, you will have a great impact on how our planet (the only one
we can be sure we have) is used and cared for. In a very real sense the future of the
world is in our hands, not those of the government or someone else "out there."
Can you be sure that someone is taking good care of all these things for you? Can
you be certain that science will always save the day? Who do you trust to look
after your life? (Think of Chernobyl, the
"Titanic," nuclear waste, Three Mile Island, and
other examples of scientists on the rampage).
“Remember the Titanic!”

Read a newspaper. Every day the papers carry
stories of threats to the sustainability of our
environment, and what people are doing about such threats. You were educated to
prepare you for a better future than you would have had without higher education.
Some of you will drop out. But you cannot drop out of the world (well, not by any
method that involves staying alive anyway).
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Part One
The rules of the
Game:
Science
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3 Fundamentals about the Natural Environment
Let us start with a little humility—a rare, very rare, commodity these days. Our
understanding of the natural environment can be only as good as our knowledge, built-up
over centuries of scientific study, often contradicting the ideas
of established power structures and faiths around the world
that some God, or other, did it all. We may yet come to the
point where these two worlds meet, rather than collide, but for
the moment, these are opposing “explanations” for what is,
and why it is the way it is—including you and me. So, our
explanation in this book is limited by our scientific

The Bible states that on
the

creation,

future (or, more likely, many times). Think how our world
had to change when atomic theory came along and said that
everything was made up of a common building-block—the
atom which you could not even see. It is very hard to imagine

unimaginable to us, even though we are built at that scale!

God

of

made

for His glory (Genesis
1:26). Man was given
dominion over the earth
and was to live under
the sovereign

rule

of

God. He was to serve
in

holiness

righteousness

and
(Luke

1:74-75; Ephesians 1:4).
By

an

act

disobedience
sinned

and

God’s

of
man

perverted

image.

He

rejected God’s authority
and

because of the question of scale; atomic scale being

day

man in His image and

God

knowledge, and is liable to be reassessed at some time in the

sixth

began

according
selfish

to

live

to his

own

purpose

and

passion

Then, along comes sub-atomic physics, quantum mechanics
etc, and now we are looking at much smaller items of matter, and we find out that the atom is
actually 90% or so air. How can my solid table be made of 90% air? Well it’s a combination
of those powerful forces that hold it together, and the fact that there are so unimaginably
many of them, that makes it, well… so. And it is important to remember, in assessing our part
in Nature that it simply is. It is not here for you or me; we are part of it; part of an
unimaginably long process by which our bodies assembled in, what still remains for me, an
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unbelievable complex composition of specialized cells. But we evolved this way along with
everything else and are interlocked into the whole thing as an energy-using system that has
achieved the highest –level of complexity. We are part of it, it is part of us, and we all return
to its component parts eventually through death and decomposition. Life is the process by
which energy flows through this assembled system, allowing it to do things and because of
the infinite variety of individuals within each species, to change that little bit through each
birth/death cycle so we may better use the energy opportunities presented to us in the total
amount of useful energy available from the sun over countless millennia. Nature just is, and
Nature just does. It doesn’t do it for us, and as far as we know, it doesn’t do it for a purpose.
It just does. It is not here to serve us, though some religions (but not most) say it is. Think
otherwise and your relationship with the whole life-support process that we belong to will
start to break down. The best thing of all to remember when reading this book is that 90% of
all species that roamed the earth or flourished here, are not here anymore—they are extinct.
It can happen to you, and ultimately surely will. But, remember the rules, and live within
The Mauritian flightless bird, the Dodo, (Raphus
cucullatus) was sent into extinction by European
sailors visiting the island. There is some suggestion
that it might be “revived” by using DNA in
specimens brought back to London before its
extinction—shades of Jurassic Park. However, the
DNA is seriously degraded—but an interesting idea!

them, and you are less likely to become extinct in your
own lifetime!

Here are some of the basics to keep in mind about the Natural Environment.
1. Energy is everything. It is the common denominator by which

we measure everything in life, life-support systems and we
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can reduce every environmental question to an energy equation. Energy cannot be
made, and it cannot be destroyed, and all of it comes from the sun—either now or in
the past (stored in wood, gas, coal or oil). Unlike plants, we cannot put the sun’s
energy to work directly. Sustainability is, ultimately, all about energy and our
management of what we consider useful energy.
2. Systems channel energy, taking it in one end, transforming it in many ways, and

eventually releasing it all, either immediately (exhaling) or eventually
(decomposition). Systems will expand in complexity to utilize as much energy as is
available, and they do this through diversity up to the point where the available energy
in and energy out are balanced. Nature is one gigantic interlocking system that has all
evolved together, and so if we change Nature, i.e. by global atmospheric change, then
this will have repercussions through all of life. Humans have the idea of conquering
Nature, which is totally ridiculous. What we do is take more and more of it and turn it
to our service almost regardless of the consequences.
3. Virtually Nothing in Nature is cloned, everything has its minor

individual variations. These allow for adaptation and change as
circumstances in the life-support system change. The process is
essentially competitive rather than benign (or what we would
think of as benign). It does allow for symbiosis, or mutual
advantage.
4. Cycles: Everything in Nature is cycled. The basic units are assembled into a complex

life form, which then reproduces, ages, dies and decomposes putting the energy back
into circulation. Cycles remove impurities, and help the system maintain a state of
balance in which it is most effectively able to use and remove the same amount of
20

energy it took in. These cycles have evolved in such a way that they maintain a
balance within a certain time frame, though the overall picture can change with
variations in solar energy and the evolution of the planet itself, or in the short-term
through volcanoes. When we disrupt this by adding more input than the system has
evolved to process, we degrade the system and create pollution. We define pollution
as something harmful to our life-support system (including the life-forms we eat). It is
always defined by how it relates to us, not to “Nature.”
5.

Death makes the building blocks of life available to be reassembled into something
better adapted, by mutation, to change in the environment, or to exploit an energy
advantage over another life form or weaker variants of its own species. It is part of
Nature’s recycling mechanism.

6.

“Nature” is perceived by us not “as it is” but “as it is useful to us.” So we have a
very particular way of looking at the natural process. We cannot change the laws of
Nature, but we can abuse them, and sometimes get smarter about turning them to our
own advantage, but ultimately, we have to live by them. Our whole perspective on
Nature has evolved on the basis that we can, somehow, “beat” Nature.
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4The Biosphere: Love It or Leave It.
The Biosphere, as the name suggests is the Zone of Life around the Earth. From space you
can see it, in profile, as the pale, thin blue line of the atmosphere, as well as the colors of the
vegetation—or lack or vegetation—on the continents, as well as the extent of the oceans,
which sustain their own forms of life. As we mentioned, relatively speaking, it is thinner than
the shell of an egg, and from the point-of-view that it is our life-support system, it is just as
fragile. Though you wouldn’t think so, judging from the way we have been treating it lately.
It is made up of four parts:
 The atmosphere (providing us with the air we breathe)
 The lithosphere (providing us with many raw materials for our industrial and
construction work)
 The Hydrosphere (providing us with rain and fish)
 The Terrasphere (providing us with everything else, including the food we eat, as well

as recycling, along with the oceans, the carbon dioxide into much-needed oxygen).

The Biosphere is made up of many distinct parts called Ecosystems. They each represent
the most stable and efficient use of energy in that particular place on the globe. They have
evolved into this balance over a long time, and are capable of adjusting if the circumstances
of energy adjust. These ecosystems are vast, and complex, machines for turning different
forms of energy into life. At the base are those life forms that can directly transform solar
energy into sugars, and these are the plants. Above, come the herbivores that eat the plants,
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and above them in the
food chain come the
carnivores (like most
of us) that eat the
plants and the animals.
Each time you move
one step up in the food
chain, from herbivores
to carnivores for
instance, you lose about 90 per cent of the energy efficiency. So the carnivores devour huge
amounts of energy that has been processed from plants into meat. A carnivore, for instance
gets 10 per cent of 10 percent of the transformed energy in the food chain. As people become
better off, they tend to consume more meat, making each person hugely more taxing on the
world’s resources.
We normally measure Ecosystems by three parameters
1. Productivity
2. Diversity, and
3. Resilience.
In terms of Productivity, we use, as all productivity measures do, a ratio of input to output,
and the productivity is the efficiency of this ratio—
how much output do you get from one unit on
input. Our normal way of looking at this is in terms
of the total weight of living matter supported on
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one standard unit (e.g. a hectare). Top of this list, without any doubt, would be the Tropical
Rain Forest, and down the bottom end would be Antarctica and the great desserts. In one it is
too cold for most life, in the other there is insufficient moisture to build and support cells.
However, as mentioned, we tend to look at, and evaluate the environment on the basis of
“what can you do for me,” and so productivity is often considered in terms of “useful
production,” which is another way of saying food. Despite the Tropical Rain Forest’s
winning score, it is not top of the list in usefulness because it supports very few people. We
shall see why later.
In fact, if we say that the great world ecosystems are manifested in their stable vegetation
(called the Climax Vegetation) then it is often inadequate because man has been engaged for
centuries, especially since the discovery of agriculture and the domestication of animals
about 10,000 years ago,3 in stripping away the plants that manifest the natural ecosystem, and
replacing them with the crops that yield food. It is common to hear certain plants referred to
as “weeds.” However, there are no weeds in nature, and this term is reserved for those plants
that have no use for man, but compete with the crops. By the way, they usually do well
because they belong there, and the crops do not. So, much of the world’s vegetation does not
reflect a stable evolution in situ over time, but the hand of Man on the face of the earth. We
think of productivity in terms of “crop yields” and “cattle per hectare,” rather than anything
to do with the natural ecosystem, and we pay a price for that, because anything less than the
natural vegetation is a sub-climax form of
activity and less-well suited, naturally, to
being there. It’s as simple as that.
Indiana’s natural vegetation looks like
this, but instead, most of the state looks like
3

this

Usually referred to as the “Neolithic Revolution.”
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We are quite comfortable with the second picture, even though it bears no relation to the first,
because it reflects Man’s Conquest of
Nature. I think that one thing to get clear
from the beginning is that you do not, and
cannot, conquer nature, not least because
we are part of it. I am not suggesting that
we let the forest grow back—there are too
many of us for that—but, we must
understand the price we pay for turning the natural ecosystem into an unnatural one. There
are risks and costs, both short-term and long-term, and this requires very careful
management, since we are going against what nature has proposed.

Turning now to diversity we discover a very powerful natural adaptive took that keeps the
ecosystem strong and adaptive. I know we just remarked that the Climax vegetation
represents a stable evolution in that place over time. But, this is a dynamic equilibrium, not
stasis. Within every ecosystem a battle is raging for dominance, which we call evolution.
Every individual within every species is just that little bit different from every other, and
therefore may possess some minute advantage or disadvantage in exploiting the energy
available through sunlight, plants or other animals. Diversity is important, too, in combating
the mutation of viruses etc that are constantly waging potential war on life.4 Some individuals
will be better-equipped to survive the pandemics than others, just as some people seem to be
able to resist the HIV virus. Thus, the whole of nature is competitive with winners and losers,
which is why over 90 per cent of species are now extinct. Far from making life “nasty,

4

Viruses, interestingly, are not themselves actually alive, but they have the capacity to combine with elements
within a living host to wreak havoc.
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brutish and short,” as Thomas Hobbes observed, this competition keeps nature adaptive and
strong. This is sometimes referred to as “Survival of the Fittest,” though these were not
Darwin’s words but those of Herbert Spencer, who lifted some ideas from Darwin, and
applied them to Economics. Biologists generally do not like this term, and prefer Natural
Selection.5
Since the Neolithic Revolution, Man has waged a relentless war on diversity by stripping
away the natural flora and

One interesting way
of seeing diversity at
work is the fact that
there are six billion

fauna and replacing them by
what he considers “useful.”
The rest became weeds,

plus people on the

predators and parasites. Trees

planet, all of whom

were felled by the million,

have the same
limited number of
visible distinguishing
characteristics, and
yet we can easily
pick out people in a
crowd (and maybe
avoid them)

land cleared and, increasingly
in modern time, they were
replace by kilometer after kilometer of the same crops. Then
these crops were hybridized, and now they are cloned, so
there is no diversity at all. This is totally contrary to nature,
and we are constantly battling mutated insects and viruses
that, potentially, could wipe out and entire region.
Furthermore, as the indigenous varieties were swept away,

we have little or no source of diversity to go back to. It takes millions of years to evolve, and
an instant to become extinct. Probably the biggest challenge facing contemporary
environmental management is dealing with the war on diversity. Not so long ago we saw

5

Several social scientists took Darwin’s ideas and ran with them, not least Karl Marx, who wished to dedicate
Das Kapital to him. He was refused. Keats referred to this natural competition as “Nature red in tooth and
claw.”
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Dolly, the first cloned sheep, so we are talking here not only about plants and insects. We
shall return to this later.
Which brings us to Resilience. This is, quite simply, the capacity of nature to cope with the
occasional disaster such as an asteroid, a major volcano, a plague etc. Over the millennia,
nature has become rather accomplished at bouncing back. Anyone who visited the lunar
devastation of Mount St. Helens in the state of Washington just after the mountain blew itself
to bits in May 1980 with the force of 500 Hiroshima-size atomic bombs, would never have
believed the remarkable level of recolonization by plants and animals to be seen there now.
Again, if we look at human populations after the Black Death, the Great Plague, the Second
World War, very quickly the curve of population growth was smoothed out and the effects of
the catastrophe erased.6 However, once again, man has worked relentlessly to reduce this
diversity through monoculture and genetic engineering, which all goes against millions of
years of evolution. Of course, as population grows exponentially, then dramatically more
people have to be fed, and science and technology have been the miracle workers here.
Nobody, two hundred years ago could have conceived it remotely possible that the world
could support and feed over 6,000,000,000 people—but we do. Sort of. But at what cost?

Gaia7
6

In demographic terms. However, the Black Death produced a sudden drop in population—killing around onethird of the population of Europe, and the subsequent shortage of labor was the death knell for feudalism and
the birth of the Yeoman (free) farmer.
7
Gaia is the Greek equivalent of the Roman God Ceres, who brought life and order out of Chaos. In modern
terms she is some sort of “Earth Mother.” It may have been an error to use this term because it implies
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Many scientists would object to seeing any reference to Gaia in a section supposedly dealing
with science, since it is not more than a fascinating hypothesis. On the other hand, it is a very
useful way for considering, and conceptualizing, Nature as long as one does not start drawing
insupportable conclusions from what the author actually wrote. That said, what is it?
Quite simply, Gaia says that the entire planet earth is a
living organism that not only evolved in its
environment, but actually, is responsible for creating
that environment. This would include, in the term
environment, the non-living as well as the living parts
because one could not exist without the other. The
whole process is interactive, and so changes in one
place can affect the entire system. Some might remark
that only a very small part of the Earth could be
considered an organism because most of it is not living.
However, that would be a good definition of a tree,
since 99 per cent of that is not living either, but nobody
would refuse to call a tree “living” or an “organism.”
The idea was put forth by a very reputable scientist,
James Lovelock, based on his search for indications of
life on other planets for Bell Labs and NASA. He
turned the idea around and said, “How would I know
there was life on this planet?” and then, “how did those

It might be useful to consider
Gaia this way. “You,” are the
totality of trillions of cells of
many, many different but
essential types. Put them
together in the right order,
and we get “you.” Now, you are
not personally acquainted with
any of these cells, and it is all a
giant mystery to most of us,
even though we exist only
because they do. At the same
time, all these indispensible
cells probably do not have the
faintest idea that “You” exist,
and do not go rushing about,
doing their job so that “You”
can be OK. They do what they
do—Why? They don’t know,
we don’t know, except to say,
that’s the way it all evolved
over an unimaginably long
period of time. Eventually,
anyway, they let you die, so
they are rather dubious
friends, those cells. All the
different living components on
Earth play a role in
maintaining the organism we
know as the earth. The
problem with Man is that he is
always looking for some higher
meaning, and it is difficult to
accept that you are just here

indicators arise, and how are they maintained?” Life exists because, over time, life has

purpose, and some sort of divine oversight and protection—the very thing Lovelock was trying not to imply.
The term was given to him by his neighbor, William Golding, author of “Lord of the Flies;” a book that shows
Man very much as an animal!
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created the circumstances for its own existence,
and these circumstances persist because life is
here8.
The danger with this idea lies, not in the science
of it, but in the insupportable conclusions some
people started drawing from it. If you start
thinking along the lines of “life supports life,
and Man is the apex of living things,” then it is a
short step from there to saying that this life-support system is there to support Man. This is
not, at all, what Gaia says. Like all good science, it does not impute purpose to the
phenomenon or process—it they simply are as a result of unchangeable processes and laws.
Some people saw in Gaia the “Hand of God nurturing Man,” which is totally insupportable
and dangerous for it is a short step from there to saying “well, it does not matter if we damage
Nature because it will correct itself and save us.” Part of that statement is correct, that Nature
will correct itself over the infinity of time, but it may well do that by allowing us to eliminate
ourselves. Notice, I do not say, by eliminating us, because somebody will see purpose in that
too, maybe that we are being punished for our sins? No, we called this part of the book The
Rules of the Game. Now you know that when children play games and some of them lose,
they get very angry and say that the rules are “stupid,” and should be changed. In 21st-century
developed economies we are living as though we have changed the rules. Believe me, there is
no-one out there waiting to change the rules for us, or adjust the game so we can play it a new
way or tolerate our eternal childish stupidity. Either we live by the rules, or we disappear and

8

Soldiers in the British Army in the First World War had a song that consisted of one line: “We’re here because
we’re here, because we’re here, because we’re here.” This might be sung occasionally during your reading of
this book.
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leave Nature to the sharks and cockroaches, which always seem indestructible through all
geological eras. Science cannot cope with vanity, pride or plain stupidity.
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Part TWO
Policy
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5What is Policy?
At its simplest level, Policy is the expression, through the legislative and elective process, of
the public preference for how society “should be and behave.” In some cases, it is a close
approximation to what a majority of the public thinks and wants in a particular voting area at
a particular time—and this is where the system is a very open democracy. Elsewhere, various
“experts,” dictators, and other greater-or-lesser demagogs, make the decision for you. There
is a strong cultural element in how policy is made, and consequently, the type of policy that is
made. And, of course, policy changes as values and the openness of society change, as people
are better-educated and informed and so on. We would expect policy to follow the basic rules
of science, but don’t count on it. History may prove policy “wrong,” or “bad” but, that is
what the “people wanted”—like the protectionism that turned the recession of the Wall Street
crash of 1929 into the full-blown depression of the 1930s, which was eventually ended by the
Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbor in 1941; or the “irrational exuberance” greed and feeding
frenzy that was the property market between 2002 and 2007.
A short historical diversion.
Illustrated here are two of the great literary social commentators of the nineteenth century.
On the left is the British author
Charles Dickens, and on the right,
the French author and journalist,
Emile Zola. In their books, such as
Oliver Twist, or Germinale, they
expressed, very graphically, the
living conditions of the poor in the
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burgeoning Industrial Urban environment of London and Paris. The conditions were beyond
awful, and these cities were, essentially, parasitic, surviving by drawing in hoards of the poor
and displaced rural population, grinding them down, killing them off, but always being able
to replace them with more destitute, hopeless people ready to work for next-to-nothing. To
some, the rookeries, or slums of mid-nineteenth century London, were “The Price of
Progress,” and to question the morality of their existence was to be, somehow, “against
Progress.” This progress, it seems, was the runaway unregulated new technology of the
(steam) machine to which the human became effectively enslaved.9
But, the question that could be asked at this point is, “given the graphic descriptions of the
horrific and worsening conditions of the urban poor, and the political volatility of the midnineteenth century, why were there no environmental movements or parties?” The answer is
that the environmental conditions were not the problem, but were instead, the consequences
of another problem—the political powerlessness of the working class.”10 They had little or no
involvement in the political process; they were denied the right to form unions; they worked
impossible hours to earn subsistence pay; they often worked for the very people who polluted
their environment and made them sick at work; they could not survive without the income
from their small children, and they could be fired at will. All this had to be resolved before
the issue of “environment” could be put on the table, and it was hard-won fundamental
change in the political systems that allowed this, and the rise of the middle class—for
“environment” has always been a middle-class political issue—for environment to be placed
firmly on the political agenda (about 120 years after Dickens was writing Oliver Twist).

9

It is a curious coincidence that the abolition of the slave trade, and then slavery itself, in Europe and the
northern states of America, came as the populations of these countries were, themselves, being enslaved to
capital and technology. This was the reverse in the Southern States of the USA, where Eli Whitney’s invention
of the cotton gin greatly increased the need for cotton plantations—traditionally based on African slaves.
10
This was not lost on other social commentators of the same period, such as Engels and Marx.
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The sorts of “Price of Progress” arguments being used in the mid-nineteenth century were
still being echoed by industry on the eve of the 1970s and the passage of the National
Environment Policy Act in the United States. The environmental controls and regulations
“would spell death to American competitiveness since American companies would have to
waste valuable investment capital in cleaning up the environment, while the rest of the world
remained dirty and profitable.”
How and Why did this change?
Well, as we have observed, the change became possible because of political reforms and
democratization that allowed a wider range of people direct or indirect participation in the
political process and through their gaining the right to unite against unregulated capital.
But, there were other factors that indicated the urgent need for the improvement of living
conditions of the poor. A cheap worker is one thing; a dead one quite another. It is often
forgotten now but cities in Europe were struck terrifyingly often by epidemics that killed off
thousands, even tens of thousands. The coming together of people into congested and
insanitary workers’ dwelling packed around the “factory”
which housed the machines those people served, set up
almost perfect conditions for water-borne diseases such
as Cholera, Typhoid, and Dysentery, which were major
killers in the cities of the Industrial Revolution. In 1849,
for instance, cholera from contaminated drinking water,
struck Pittsburgh and killed, in one month, 5,000 of the
city’s 45,000 inhabitants. In 1854 it was back and
hundreds more died.
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The germ theory of disease gradually became established through the work of Koch, Pasteur
and others toward the end of the nineteenth century, though empirical evidence, before this,
had linked cause and effect and survival to where you got your water. Thus, the first major
environmental policy was the separation of clean and foul water through pipes and sewers,
which produced an immediate beneficial effect. Perhaps it is worth remembering that once
cholera became rampant, rich and poor started to die! So, the origins of environmental policy
in Europe and the United States was in the area of Public Health. Gradual improvement in
workplace conditions and pay, and the consequent improvement of housing conditions began
to attack other, non-water borne diseases of poverty like Tuberculosis (or Consumption as it
was called at the time). Last of the major water-borne diseases to yield to public health was
Poliomyelitis, often associated with swimming pools, that was defeated by the Salk vaccine
in the 1960s.
But, by as late as the 1950s, there was still
nothing one could call an environmental
movement. Such changes as there had been were
more in the realm of “preserving nature”
through parks and wildernesses, and that went
back to the time of the first President Roosevelt.
But, the core of the environmental movement
had been established around the “bird-watchers” who supported the Sierra Club and watched
for any threat to the habitat of their feathered friends. But, still nothing one could call an
environmental policy.
It was the 1960s that changed everything. Post-war austerity gave way to credit and
consumption that burst out of the late 1950s. The unintended consequence of all this wealth
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and indulgence was waste and pollution. This was the beginning of the “disposable” product:
bottles, cans, plates, packaging and so on. Several other things happened too:
 For the first time it became possible to see the planet on which we lived from space.

There is was, and it looked awfully small and vulnerable and easy to mess up. We had
never had this perspective before, and the spaceship Earth mentality caused people to
put their lives in a new context. Well, some people, anyway.
 Europe and the USA had developed large, and increasingly prosperous, middle

classes with leisure time,11 contacts and education. It was from this group that change
would come.
 Significant national resources were being poisoned to death. Lake Erie had become

sterile, the Cuyahoga River in Ohio spontaneously burst into flames taking out
bridges. Rivers flowed with foam from phosphorous in detergents, and lakes
eutrophied as more and more nitrogen from fertilizer settled there, bred algae and
sucked out all the oxygen, killing everything else that had once lived there.
 There was real anxiety spreading about the radioactive isotope Strontium 90 that was

appearing in grass, and subsequently in milk that was being fed to babies. This, it
seems, was another of those “unintended consequences,” this time from testing atomic
weapons above ground.
As the general level of anxiety grew it demonstrated a couple of truths about the policy
process, which we may itemize as:

11

Rapidly becoming extinct as we work harder and harder with every decade.
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1. Policy almost always comes out of crisis, not out of careful, rational consideration of

the fact and figures well in advance. Hurricane Katrina is the latest affirmation of that
truth.
2. Policy is almost always focused on the short-term, which goes along with being

crisis-driven. This puts long-term issues such as the environment at a distinct
disadvantage, as the circumstances surrounding climate-change policy demonstrate.
There is also the additional problem that when you have a genuine Grade-A crisis,
like Katrina, is it anything to do with long-term changes, or is it one of those pesky
“Acts of God” that he keeps throwing at us? Wait long enough, and you will find out
the answer to that question—though the result may be terminal to your health.
Another reason that policy is short-term is because policy-makers are short-term, and
you cannot blame them for being myopically focused on the next election. It is called
survival. But, don’t blame them entirely—their constituents are overwhelmingly
driven by wanting short-term fixes to the crisis of the day. This total lack of serious
regard for the future, and a greedy concern with today is what got us into the glorious
financial morass that makes the world economy look more and more like the Titanic
with each passing day. We will say more about this in the section on Values.
The Big Change

The big change in the whole area of “Environmental Policy,” before which there really
wasn’t anything called this, came at the end of the 1960s, and the beginning of the 1970s—
more or less between the first human footstep on the moon, and the first Earth Day and the
Stockholm Conference on the Environment in 1972. How did the “Environment” come to
meet the requirements of a crisis?
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Concern had been building over a number of the issues in the bullet-points above, especially
among the middle class. Scientists and industry were deeply into misleading the public that
their “concerns” were well-addressed by those who “understood these things;” much the
same message Captain Smith would have sent down from the bridge of the Titanic before
driving it at full-speed into an iceberg that he had been warned five times by radio he might
encounter. There is a need for a lightning rod that focuses all this disparate energy and
concern into one place with a big bang. In this case, that came through the most unlikely of
candidates: a diminutive, soft-spoken and rather lyrical woman named Rachel Carson.
She had been asked, by a friend who owned a bird sanctuary in the USA, to find out why
birds were dying-off in great numbers. Ms. Carson was, it must be said, a distinguished
scientist—a biologist, who had written a best-seller called The Sea Around Us. Ms. C set to
work and fairly quickly discovered that the agricultural pesticides being used in the area were
being ingested by the birds and poisoning them, and in some cases so weakening the shells of
their eggs that the next generation was seriously threatened before they were even hatched.
This one instance carried Rachel Carson
forward to a wider consideration of the
“unintended consequences” of pesticide use in
the United States, and what she found alarmed
her as a scientist, a writer and, what we would
now call an “environmentalist.” She set forth
her ideas in a wonderfully readable, wellresearched book with the tremendously
evocative and political title of Silent Spring.
We must remember the pioneering role of the
“little old lady bird-watchers” in the naissance of the environmental movement. The spring
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would be silent because the birds would have become “collateral damage” for the agrochemical industry in its war on evil bugs. She could never have imagined the response this
book would spark. Industry went into a frenzy of plum-voiced men in white coats decrying
Silent Spring as emotional bad science. However, Ms. Carson’s credentials were solid, and it
did not look very fair to set all these dominant alpha-males against a diminutive lady who
looked like everyone’s auntie. Then Rachel Carson was diagnosed with cancer, and
campaigning to the last in her quiet and sincere way, she let the industry shoot itself again
and again in the foot, and then in the head.
Out of this focused anxiety came the National Environment Policy Act, the Environmental
Protection Agency, hosts of laws, regulations and standards and concern. There followed,
swiftly, a global UN conference on the Environment in Stockholm, Sweden with political
worthies on bicycles, and then a dramatic explosions of departments, ministries and
directorates of “The Environment” all over the face of the Earth. The Environment, as Prof.
Lynton Caldwell said at the time, “was on the agenda, and was never coming off.”
It is true that it has not come off, but it has moved around the burners a lot. First, though, it
must be acknowledged that we have cleaned up almost all of the worst abuses—though we
still, ironically, have to deal with agriculture, fertilizers and pesticides where the whole thing
began. They still drift off in the water as far as the Gulf of Mexico, where they contribute to a
huge “Dead Zone” like Lake Erie used to be, but on steroids. Enormous strides have been
made, and there is no doubt that gains we are trying to make now are generally marginal, not
fundamental as they used to be. Air quality, Water quality and so on, are regulated, monitored
(more or less) and the risks from our environment, compared to those long columns of
cholera deaths published in Pittsburgh in September 1854, have diminished to almost
nothing.
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Now, we destroy our internal environment by smoking, eating junk food, stressing ourselves
to the edge of destruction and so on. But, you cannot blame others for that; you are no longer
the powerless victim of the belching smokestack. No, now you are the victim of your own
weaknesses, and that’s a whole different matter, and I am not sure policy can help you much
with that, beyond second-hand smoke.
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Part three
Values
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6What is Economics?
“[Economics is] the science which studies human behavior as a relationship
between ends and scarce means which have alternative uses." Lionel Robbins, 1932
This is probably the most well-known of all the definitions of economics, which is the
process by which we express the value of everything—or, more correctly—the value that we
put upon it at a given time. The important word in the definition is behavior, for it is based on
what we do, as expressed in the four components of the economy: supply, demand, market
and price. For convenience we reduce all the disparate elements of the economy, goods and
services, to a value expressed in a currency, in which we have a greater or lesser degree of
confidence. The four components working together, the early theorists told us, through the
mechanism of the hidden hand, eventually produce balance or equilibrium, unless, that is,
someone interferes in the free working of any of the components by printing too much
currency, restricting the market etc. Somehow it is “self-correcting.”
In the early days it was called Political Economy, and included law and policy as integral
parts of the process—though the study of economic policy is considered something different
today. There may have been a lot of sense in the original definition as used by Adam Smith
and Karl Marx. Today, we associate economics with complex formulae looking like flute
music, but we must not lose touch with the fact that it is the expression of human values,
which can be fickle and based on fantasy as much as fact, and that values change over time.
What interests us here is how economics handles issues of resource-use in the short, and
long-term, and how it may rationalize impossibly dangerous behavior. There is also a
difference very often between what the individual may see as rational, and what is rational
collectively, and this applies to states as much as individuals, through policies such as
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protectionism, dealing with debt etc. Most of all, economics—as we have already observed—
does not tell us what is rational, but expresses the workings of what we see as rational—
however crazy it is. There is a big difference, and mathematical economics may lend a
spurious “accuracy” to the “science.” It is only as good as the perceptions of its principal
subject: us. Indeed, it has been “economic” (profitable) for some time to rape our life-support
system and natural resources. But, the “hidden hand” tells us, perhaps equally spuriously, that
this will all take care of itself such as, for instance, when oil becomes scarce and the price
rises, making alternatives more “economic.” What happens between now and then could be
calamitous.
Price, for instance, tells us how much we want something at a particular moment (for it may
be a “passing fad” worth nothing tomorrow); how scare the item is; how open the market is
and whether someone has “cornered the market,” thus pushing up the price; the cost of
making and delivering the item and some other costs. If the price is high, then this will attract
other suppliers to deliver more of the item, or to find a substitute for it (alternative energy for
fossil fuel, for instance).

7How do we value Nature?
The key thing to bear in mind is that economics demonstrates to us how we value things in
many ways, but in terms of some common unit of exchange, such as currency. Notice the
term: How We Value. Economics, does not tell us “what the value is” If an economist says
that something is “not economic,” then he is saying that you do not value it enough to cause it
to happen, be produced, be protected or whatever. So economics reflects how important
something is to us here and now generally speaking. It is not necessarily expressing the
“intrinsic” worth of something because we are evaluating its utility or worth to us. Even when
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we set up wildernesses, it is generally because we want to keep them, and see them, which is
why they have roads through them and toilets. Thus, if something is “economic” then we
value it, at least today. This embodies ideas of confidence, happiness, materialism etc. For the
system to “work properly” economists tell us, we need the free interplay of supply, demand,
in a free market which will set real prices. Up to a certain point, this caters for the movement
of commodities that have real utility or meet basic needs, but then it drifts off into an
exchange of things that we do not actually need, and could easily do without. Then the
market is satisfying something beyond basics, and then there is plenty of scope for “value” to
become totally non-utilitarian and feeding an endlessly ambitious life-style of greedy
consumerism. Where do the values come from then?
Until quite recently, in economic terms, we “valued” nature in terms of its contribution to
production and GDP (i.e. natural resources). Sustainability would require us to work out the
natural costs of production and consumption and to find ways to charge for those costs that
the public will accept. That is the central intellectual challenge
But, let us look at the world of ecology and economics and see how close they are in
their common reflection of the realities and processes of Nature.
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ECOLOGY

ECONOMICS

1.Supposedly objective and neutral as
a science should be

Objective? The method is supposedly
objective

2.Quantifiable - high probability

Quantifiable - lower probability

3.Medium of measurement - energy
(primary)

Medium of measurement - money (secondary)

4.Stresses limits, balance and stability

Stresses growth, imbalance and dynamic

5.Integrative, stressing process
(organic/inorganic)

Integrative stressing exchange process

6Self-regulating (balance, entropy,
thermostat concept)

Self-regulating ("hidden hand" concept)*

7.Regulation is by natural forces

Regulation is by human choice

8.Operates outside value system

Represents the value system

9. Holistic (i.e., it includes everything
that makes an ecosystem function)

Mastery concept of Judeo-Christian tradition
(Domination by humans)

10.Natural resources as capital

Natural resources as income

11.Long term

Short term

1. What we know about ecology, within the limitations of our present scientific knowledge,

which may be in for a “big bang” of its own, is a world of absolutes. What happens in
science is a result of immutables, not perception. It happens because that, and only that,
can happen.12 We think of this as the neutrality and objectivity of science. In economics
the data is strongly influenced by human behavior, including policy, and that is fickle.
The science here is behavioral, and far from immutable.
12

Unless we wander down the road of Quantum Mechanics where, according to one perspective, our thoughts
can influence physical actions (Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle).
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2. Because of the unbending nature of science, the results of experiments and the discovery
of laws, its predictions, depending on the quality of the data, have a high level of
probability, except when we are dealing with “experimental science” where we are
testing new ideas, such as in the Large Hadron Collider on the Swiss-French border.
Economics is looking at how a lot of individuals behave collectively under changing
circumstances and shifts of value. Information and perception. Consequently its
predictive value is much more uncertain, and lower. In the present financial crisis you
might be excused for believing it has evaporated completely!
3. The medium of measurement to which all ecological processes must be reduced for us to

understand them is energy, which can neither be made, nor destroyed. It can be
measured accurately, depending on the sophistication of your instruments and whether or
not you are capturing all the variable elements. In economics, the medium of
measurement is money, which is subject to all sorts of curious twists and turns including
confidence (and is intrinsically both “worthless” and “useless”). Exchange rates show us
that it goes up and down every day, and why is the British £ now worth $1.45 (March
2009) and not more than $2 as it was in the summer of 2008? Where did all that “value”
go? We can make more money at will: energy can be neither created nor destroyed.
Also, energy moves through ecosystems and round and round the economic system. You
can create money (debt) at the drop of a loan, but you cannot create energy out of
nowhere.
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4. As ecosystems are, naturally, in a state of balance as long as the energy supply is

constant13, the focus is naturally on limits, or how much can you do with the available
energy?
Take out
more
than is
going in

(something at which we excel), and the system destabilizes through degradation. In
economics, in the last few centuries at least, we have become obsessed, not with limits,
but with growth. In fact the economy is considered to be in trouble if it is not growing.
Now, if the population is growing, then the economy needs to grow by at least that rate
to stand still. But what of rich countries with declining populations—they still measure
success by growth. Why? How long can you go on doing this without irreparable
damage, waste and destruction? But economics values growth more than anything.
5. Anyone studying ecosystems (and the word system requires this) has to think

integratively of all the various components through which energy passes, or you do not
have the “total picture.” Economics tries to do the same thing with national accounts,
international trade and the like. But, there are huge holes, such as the unrecorded trade in
drugs—which may be the largest item traded; undeclared taxes; “gray-area” economies
that are statistically invisible, and so on. At best, we have a partial picture and have to do

13

Though evolutionary changes are at work to adapt to that flow within the competitive environment of life
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the best we can with that, and put some sort of value on it—possibly conveying an
illusion of spurious “accuracy”.
6. The ecosystem is naturally self-regulating based on the amount of energy coming in and

evolutionary changes among the users—it cannot be otherwise. Economics is supposed
to be self-regulating through the hidden hand working through the four components.
However, the economic process can be manipulated at many levels by market
imperfections (monopolies), price control (VAT), supply restrictions (protectionism) and
adjusting demand (subsidies). So the “hidden hand” has a hard time getting out of the
policy handcuffs. On the other hand, a totally unregulated market produces people who
fall out of the bottom (the very elderly, those unable to work); allows for unscrupulous
people to seize control, for monopolies to flourish, for countries with very low labor
costs to “dump” products at prices below anything with which the consumer country can
compete (the “China Syndrome” though the US consumers benefit and their neighbors
lose their manufacturing jobs). There is no market in the world that is unregulated, and
the recent global financial crisis will produce a wave of demands for more regulation;
protectionism being one form of this—even talk of “nationalization” in the USA where,
historically, this is an anathema.
7. An obvious corollary from what we have said above is that natural systems are selfregulating by their very nature; economic systems are open to all forms of externallygenerated “regulations” that can even disrupt the “natural” flow through the market, and
are limitlessly expansive.
8. Fundamentally, nature operates—unless you are a Creationist—outside any known value

system. It just is, as we keep saying. Economics is all about values, including many that
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have nothing to do with buying and selling. It is the most perfect day-to-day
manifestation of the value system, with all its imperfections.
9. Everything in nature combines together to produce functioning ecosystems, but in
economics, Man has set himself above and outside this holistic view. This is not true of
all cultures, of course, and many Eastern religions stress the entirety of being.
10. Everything in Nature is cycled around and around, fueled by the energy coming into the
system. The same things are used over and over through decomposition, changing their
physical form (rain, evaporation), broken-down and reassembled. Of course, the universe
is running down, but we have to think in reasonable time here. In economics we use
resources in a way that does not allow them to be usefully recycled and replaced, mainly
“because there isn’t time,” or because nature is being confronted with compounds it has
never encountered. Fossil energy was formed over millions of years; we do not have that
luxury. In other words, “economically,” it is profitable for us to use these resources not
as income, but as capital so that when it’s gone, it’s gone. (But we are smart and will
have thought of something else by then—won’t we?) From the human “resource”
perspective we talk about “renewable” and “non-renewable” resources. This is another
human fiction based on our limited time on Earth. Nature sees all resources as essentially
renewable, given time.
11. Lastly, the perspective of Nature, not that it has one, is essentially long-term. In its way
it can take care of anything, including getting rid of parasitic humans. Economics, and
everything else linked to human values, is essentially short term—as someone once said
“Fear and Greed, that’s all you need to know.”
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At this point, it would be instructive, in a somewhat more analytical way, to trace the
evolution of the “economics” of the environment: here is a short history of “economic
growth modeling’ and how the zeitgeist influences it.14

(A) First we had the Malthus model (1798). The “social production process” is:
Q=f(La,L),
where Q is social output (which we often take as GDP), La is land, and L is labor (assumed
equal to population, and Q= f(La,L) says that social output, Q, is a function of these two
inputs (land and people).
Note 1: in such a model, the outcome, declining per capital GDP (Q/L) after a certain
while is foreordained => giving economics the title “the dismal science”.
Note 2: such a model doesn’t allow for savings and investment, e.g., regenerating land
through investment.
Note 3: this model was formulated at a time when the economy was mostly agrarian,
and the concern was the limitation of the agricultural economy to sustain the food
supply for a growing population.

(B) Neoclassical economic model, Q=f(K,L), where again Q is output, K is capital, and L

is labor.
Note 1: Equilibrium outcome: per capita gdp (Q/L) constant forever at the ‘initial”
output/labor ratio (along an “optimal” investment path, where the right amount of
output is saved and invested to augment capital). Essentially, this is a “renewable
resource’ model, with capital playing the role of the resource.
Note 2. model formulated after the industrial revolution was well under way (latter
half of the 19th century), where the attention focused on industrialization and capital
accumulation – rather than nature. Without any “stocks of nature” in the model at all,
it is the antithesis of the Malthus model.
Note 3. an updated version of this model is to allow for technical change. Thus, we
have Q=f(K,L,T), where T is the stock of technology. Equilibrium outcome: per
capita gdp (Q/L ) --which is the same thing as average labor productivity in the
simplification that labor force equals the population level -- increases forever at the
rate of technological progress! Thus, ‘if technological progress’ is 2 percent per year,
14

I am indebted to my colleague Dr. Kerry Krutilla of Indiana University for this précis of the different models.
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per capita GDP increases at 2% per year – forever! . Far from the “dismal science”, or
a discipline where there is “no free lunch”, economics modeling (in this particular
case) suggests no resource constraints whatsoever! We may call this the classic
“standard” economics model until perhaps quite recently.

(C) Resource-Augmented neoclassical model: Q=f(K,L,NR,T). This is a conflation off

the Malthus model and neoclassical models (models 1 and 2/3 above). Here, NR, a
fixed natural resource, is playing the role of land; the variables otherwise are
neoclassical. What is the equilibrium growth path in this case? It all depends on the
substitutability between the natural resource and capital, and the rate of technical
progress. If the rate of technical progress is low, and or, it is difficult to substitute
physical capital for “nature capital”, per capita GDP can decline Malthus-like. If it is
more easy to substitute nature capital and/or the rate of tech progress is higher, per
capita GDP can increase – again forever.

Lessons and Implications.
Knowing what we know, from the above, the question remains: “What can we learn from
this, and how do we make constructive use of it?” No problem exists without a provenance,
and each problem has—from a policy point-of-view, its moment. In this context, the Global
Financial Crisis (GFC) represents an implosion of self-indulgence, greed and the destruction
of the long-term by the short-term. This should provide an excellent platform for reflection
and re-evaluation. Or, it may represent a point of crisis from which the priority is to get back
to the status-quo-ante (“normality”) as fast as possible; learning nothing.
If we look, briefly, at the world that just “crashed” there are several policy-oriented lessons
that could be learned. Basic to this is the question: How, before this, did we measure
“success?” Predominantly, we did it in the context of “economic growth.” At the pinnacle of
the “successful countries” in terms of its overall average per capita income, if not in terms of
its annual growth—which would have favored fast-rising India and China—would be the
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USA. The USA had “arrived” and the “Tigers” were on their way. But, what are the
characteristics of the “successful, arrived economy?”
•

The national economy was based, almost 75 per cent, on consumer purchases
(goods and services). So, the backbone of the economy is the need to keep
acquiring more for reasons of status, fashion, style, psychology or some other
non-need based element. Thus, consumerism is a national priority, indeed, a
necessity, and the economy would look very sick without it in the present context
of what, economically, “matters. There is, naturally, a bias to get back “to
normal,” which means to get people spending and buying again, often on things
that are unnecessary, wasteful and indulgent.15 So, there will be strong forces
preventing us from learning the lessons of, let us say, “simplification” of life;
making do with less, finding collective and non-competitive solutions to problems
and so forth. “How many jobs would that create?” would be the first question to
be answered.

•

Among the social parameters or corollaries of “success” are: runaway obesity of
epidemic proportions, stress-related diseases emerging as the principal causes of
death, enormous illegal drug problem among poor and rich, a pandemic of legal
“mind-altering” drugs to help people cope with stress (“Prozac,” “Zoloft,” etc);
the breakdown of marriage and the family, runaway proliferation of consumer
purchases to the extent that “shopping” is now recognized as a disease by the
Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta, Georgia, and so on.

•

We should recognize immediately that there are no “natural limits” to what is
“enough.” Self-indulgence is potentially limitless. Indeed, for some years there

15

In other words, the world of “bail-out” and “rescue” to save the very institutions that were instrumental in
underwriting this runaway self-indulgence.
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was a sign in Times Square, New York, which actually said “Too Much is not
Enough.” Thus, in US society—more particularly in the white part of that society
—families are small, grandparents do not live with the “family” and there are not
enough children to secure reproduction of that part of the society. Yet, during the
“housing boom 2002-2007” the most invested-in property was a five-bedroom
house. Why? Because the potential buyer was told that this was what sold best and
secured the best price increase. There was no connection here between housing
need and housing price, just a classic bubble of runaway speculative prices. The
collapse of all this engendered the present GFC. This was indulgence, greed and,
frankly speaking, irrationality—but it indicates the power of the countersustainability psychology. Greed takes off and need is left behind. But, it is worth
mentioning that we know this, and we have seen this happen since the tulip crisis
of 1636, over and over again—greed and irrationality take off despite all our
experience. The housing price bubble followed directly on the Technology Stock
bubble and crash of 2000/2001. Without understanding and overcoming this
“irrational exuberance16” there is no real hope for sustainability being more than a
distant dream for the few.
So, how do we turn this around. We have to make the potential consequences of inaction they
known to everyone, including the true consequences of sitting around and doing nothing. The
risk should be made apparent. But, how will it be possible to overcome the huge resistance of
embedded interests favoring the status quo, and the self-indulgence of the “successful”
society? It has to be convincing the public at large to accept the danger and cost associated
with risk—we do it with insurance and we pay for it. We cannot wait for the scientists to
“prove” all the components of the argument; they simply cannot and we have to accept that
16

A truly memorable and appropriate phrase invented by former Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan.
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and move onto a more realistic construction of the costs and benefits. One of the costs is the
time wasted in prevarication.
How you wean society away from rabid self-indulgence and greed is something that would
take us back to Locke, Hobbes and Darwin, J. D. Laing and the Games People Play. You also
have to counter the cynicism of the public toward prior prognostications of doom. The public
is unlikely to respond to downbeat exhortations, and more likely to work toward some
positive future. You have to get away from cozy terms like “global warming” and move more
into “extreme events.” You have to put fossil energy on a realistic price basis costing in the
damage it is doing and the hundreds of millions of years it took to form. The price structure at
the moment encourages waste, and denies the impending crisis that it is causing. It will take
nothing less than writing the obituary of the greed-based society of the Post-War developed
world. It made us all depressed and fat anyway.
“Even as we clear away the wreckage of the
recession, I’ve also said that we can’t go back to an
economy that’s built on sand, on inflated home
prices and maxed-out credit cards, on
overleveraged banks and outdated regulations that
allow recklessness…”
President Obama, April 29, 2009.

8Some basic problems about being human
Since I am assuming that there are no non-humans reading this book, I want to address some
of the problems we have with the environment simply by being human—though I am not
going back over the religion and mastery thing again.
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Scale: First of all there is the question of size, by which I mainly refer to the fact that we are a
certain size and use that as a reference point for everything else. We think of an insect as very
tiny, and marvel at how it functions. On the other hand, that tiny insect is made up of billions
of cells, and who knows how many atoms and sub-atomic particles—now you’re really
talking small. It is very possible that our whole relationship with the pet cat might change is
the size ratios were switched. You could become lunch. From sub-atomic physics we have
the (almost?) infinite range of size to the Universe, wherever that begins or ends, or even if it
is just one of an infinite number of universes. We impose a sort of order onto the world
around us by rendering it according to our, rather limited sense of useful scale. We are
constantly “ordering reality” by the considerably limitations imposed by our scale. Scientists
have to think outside this box dealing with things they never expect to see, but can prove to
their own satisfaction, and to that of others, are there.
Time: Again we impose our own measure of time, (and let us not get into the Einstein and
post-Einstein debate about whether time exists), on “reality.” “Do you know how long I have
been waiting for you?” we may well say to an errant date, knowing that anything over half an
hour is outrageous. Marvin, the paranoid android of Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, asks
the same question, and then moans, as an aside, “The first million years are the worst.” That
is funny because it is so thoroughly unrealistic. But, only to us. Geologists have to deal with
this all the time, and it is one of the principal contentions of evolutionists, who say that to
understand the process of random selection you have to figure in the amazingly long time
periods involved. The clumsy dinosaurs were around one hundred million years. Modern
humans, on the other hand, have been around for, maybe, 200,000 years. Remember: 200,000
versus 500,000,000 (It’s 2,500: 1 in case you were pondering that). No wonder we are always
in a hurry. But, over unimaginable time—to us, unimaginable anyway—processes appear
different. Under slow, relentless pressure rocks, seemingly fissile and friable, flow like a
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viscous liquid into the folds of the great mountain chains. Mountains rise, erode, rise again.
Somehow, if you are a geologist, you have to break free of the tyranny of time in the human
mind and the human experience, and slow everything down. In terms of the age of the Earth
and its evolution, that is 22,500 times longer than humans have been around, and
450,000,000 times longer than any of us can expect to be around (now we are back into those
unimaginable numbers again). But, the fact is that humans have done so much in the tiny
period they have occupied this planet—and nearly all of it in the last 500 years, plus they
always want everything to change. How can we possibly fit the experiences and expectations
of a human lifetime into this vast chasm of time? We cannot, but time is always set to win
any challenge because it has, well, so much time.
The major defining element in most peoples’ construct of time is the human lifetime, or the
expectation of the human lifetime. This has been extending mightily over the last hundred
years, and before the First World War the average American man had a life expectancy of
around 47 years. Today it is around 80. That is a stupendous difference, and has surpassed the
Bible’s model of “three-score years and ten,” which is 70. But, reality has to factor in aging
and death because it has always been this way, even though aging is a much different
experience than it was even quite recently. But, what, for instance, if the part of DNA that
controls aging—and there is one—was discovered and turned off? What would time look like
then?
Reality: Sometimes I ask students “What is real about this room?” There is the normal long
silence, and then the responses come in, and they might include:


The walls are a horrid yellow color



The lights are on



My chair is solid and brown in color
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There is air in here because I can breathe



The heating is on because I feel warm, and I can see snow outside



I see other people in here and I can hear you talking so I know I am in my class



It smells bad in here



The person over there is in my French class.



The room looks old



The ceiling is about four meters from the floor



There is a door over there…

And so on. There is nothing “wrong” with any of those statements, but they are far from
describing the “reality” of that room—insofar as any of us know it—both by things it
omitted, and things it misinterpreted because of human perceptions of reality. Let’s look at
some of those statements:
The chair is solid—or is it? To the speaker it is solid because if someone were to hit him
over the head with it he would definitely feel it, and both he and the chair might suffer
some lasting damage. Yet, everything, we know, is made of atoms, and atoms in turn are
made from sub-atomic particles. At the sub-atomic level of matter, 90 per cent of the matter
consists of air, or space—not solid matter. But, because the atoms and subatomic particles
are so small—so really small—and because they are held together with a bond that is
unbelievably powerful, the end result is that that 10 per cent matter, 90 per cent space, looks
and behaves like a “solid” and has the characteristics of a solid, as we would define it. At a
certain level it would all look totally different.
Now, about those colored walls. Everyone can see them, though not all might agree that the
color is unpleasant. We see them because the wavelength of the light reflected from them
registers on our eyes, and in our brains (with a very few exceptions) as the same hue. But,
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there are many wavelengths that you cannot see because they extend beyond both
extremities of the spectrum of visible light. These extra-visible lights we call the UltraViolet, and the Infra-Red, because those are the last visible colors before you fade, like H.
G. Wells’ famous character, into invisibility. However, is ultra-violet light any less “real”
than, say yellow? Of course not, but we cannot see it, though you can see the effect of it if
you lie in the sun too long. We know, intellectually, that it is there because there are many
ways we can make it visible, but in general, “out of sight, out of mind,” plays a very
important role in defining everyday reality.
At some point, I might bring a radio, or a mobile phone out of my pocket and switch it on.
Immediately I hear, and see in one case, clear indications that there are radio signals in this
room that we can never see, but immediately can prove are there by turning to a machine
that extends our human senses to a broader reality. Then there are X-Rays, protons, solar
winds and radioactivity, television signals. Some short time ago, in history, we would have
denied these things because we had never heard of them, had no way of “manifesting them”
as they used to say in séances.
We may now ask, and are to be commended for asking, but are going to be frustrated if we
want an answer here and now, “what else is out there in this “reality?” Well, of course, we
could be, within the more adventurous moments of quantum mechanics, actually existing in
a limitless number of universes; though my brain has not gotten “reality” around that yet.
The point is that we are constructing “reality” and “process” from what we know, and what
we know is continually changing. Aging, quantum mechanics—who knows where reality is
going?
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Part 4
Policy
issues
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1. Population
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9What is a “population?”
A short definition would be ‘all of the members of a species living in a given area at the same
time.” We tend to use the word “population,” often, to mean human population, but it is more
useful to consider the human species as a population. Normally, when we examine a
population of any species, we look at size, composition and trend. That is “how many
members does this species have at any given moment?” “What is the structure of that
population in terms of age-groups, sexes, distinctive markings, etc?” “Is the population
growing or diminishing, ageing or becoming more juvenile or demonstrating any noticeable
change in characteristic?” For the human population we can say that its size is currently over
six billion members, it is getting older and even declining among its prosperous member
states, while continuing to grow fairly rapidly among its poorer members who live much
shorter lives. It is constituted of several distinct recognizable physical groups, but the
demographics depend more on the social circumstances of those groups than on any physical
attributes. The overall trend is toward unsustainable exponential growth globally after
millennia of very slow growth due to, mainly, high mortality rates among infants and small
children.

10Human population composition and trends
Taking the overall size of the population first of all, this is best understood if we see it
expressed on a graph, from which we may make the following observations:
1. The growth curve is a geometric or exponential one, much like that of compound

interest in a bank account17. The curve looks like a hockey stick, and total numbers
grow very slowly for a long time and then sky-rocket toward the vertical. It is easy to
17

Providing you leave the principal and the interest in the bank.
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see that this type of compound growth cannot continue as it produces change in

impossibly big real increments (even though the rate does not change). Where such a
curve exists in Nature, and it appears from time to time with locusts and the like, we
refer to it as a “boom and bust” situation since the dramatic rise is followed by an
even more dramatic crash.
2. Over most of human history, population growth was limited by disease, harsh

environmental conditions, predation, war, famine and many other checks and
balances. People had many children, but few survived beyond the age of 5, and it was
this infant mortality that really held numbers down because, if a large number of
children survive to have large numbers of children of their own—well, you can see
where that would take us. But, large numbers of children enabled a few to survive and
that kept the whole thing going.
3. In fact, it was not until the year 1800—more or less—that the world population is

thought to have reached its first billion. Now, we add another billion every 35 years or
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so.
4. The growth curve is seen to be made up of two rapidly-diverging components. The

population of the rich countries is flattening out, and in many places, declining both
absolutely and relative to the total global population. The growth in the aggregate
curve is attributable to the continued rapid rise in numbers in the poorer countries
where 95 per cent of the growth potential resides. In some of the poorest areas, this
population growth is taxing resources already stretched to the limits—especially in
Africa.
5. We have to take account of the fact that, on a curve like this, what appear to be very

small numbers have a huge effect. So, for instance, to say that a country has an almost
4 per cent growth rate does not sound like much—even though it is getting close to
the biological limit—it means that the population will double every seventeen years or
so. If this still doesn’t sound so serious, it means that in 85 years, the population of
the USA would be 1,500,000,000. Such a rate of population expansions also means
that you have to achieve a 4 per cent growth rate in the economy to stand still. So, the
composition of the human population is diverging very rapidly in demographic terms
between the rich and the poor, with the burden being added to the countries least able,
economically, to support it. Members of these two curves also tend to have a different
impact on Nature: the rich pollute and produce waste as consequences of becoming
and staying rich; the poor simply erode away the capacity of Nature to support life by
overtaxing basic resources. The rich, through the possibility of air pollution and
climate change, have the capacity to cause global environmental change; the poor
tend to have localized effects, to which the global problems must be added.

11Boom and Bust?
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Clearly, an exponential growth rate is insupportable indefinitely, and so this has led people,
over the last 200 or so years, to consider the implications of such a trend. The first among
these was Thomas Malthus18 (1766-1834) whose life spanned the birth and growth of the
Industrial Revolution. He combined being a man of the church with being the UK’s first
professor of economics (he was ten when Adam Smith published the Wealth of Nations).
Following some disastrous famines in Sweden, he set to thinking about the globe’s capacity
to support a growing population. At the end of the
eighteenth century, Britain was demonstrating a clear rise in
population growth (as shown on the graph). This had to do
with the discovery of vaccination among other things that
fought the scourge of Smallpox. To Malthus, the dilemma
was a simple one: “How could human population continue
to rise at a steepening rate, when the world was a fixed
place?” As he saw it, more and more people would compete for a set amount of land; they
would have to move out to poorer and poorer land (an early example of the “marginal”
concept in economics as they were moving onto land that was “marginal” in farming terms,
and very risky). If the land is poorer then they need more of it to maintain the same life style,
but are hard-pressed to work the extra acreage. In marginal places there is more risk of crop
failure etc, and more competition for resources, and a weakened population that is more
susceptible to illness and early death. It was no wonder that economics became known as the
“dismal science.”

18

For some reason we always cite him as Thomas Malthus. He always called himself Robert.
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But, now we have over six billion people, and the world has a surplus of food (though not
everyone can lay their hands on it). So, was Malthus wrong? Well, there is no doubt that the
opening up of North and South America soaked-up much of Europe’s burgeoning population
and put them to work productively on excellent land. But that, in his mind, would merely
have delayed the effect. No, the thing that pulled the rug out from under Malthus’ predictions
was the advance of science and technology as applied to farming, through agrochemicals,
mechanization and crop and animal-breeding advances. The thing he could not foresee was
the astronomic rise in the productivity of land and labor. We can hardly blame him for that
since most of these advances did not exist while he was writing. This does not make him
wrong because the race between productivity and population size, and increase, is still under
way and could go badly wrong at any time (consider European fears over genetically-

modified crops, for instance). However, that same Industrial and Agricultural revolution that
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was bubbling away as Malthus was writing was eventually going to produce a dramatic
change in population dynamics and social values in what were to become the “developed
countries.” We refer to this as the “Demographic Transition.”
This graph (above) represents something that, empirically, we have observed in many
countries transitioning from a “traditional” society to a modern “industrial,” or now, “postIndustrial” one. It is based on the fact that development brings: (a) social improvements in
standard of living, (b) an opportunity to substitute monetary security (pensions, savings etc)
for the security that, previously, only children could bring to you in your old age;(c) that
social relations became less “tribal” (extended families etc) and more inwardly focused on
the nuclear unit of mother, father and a fast-diminishing number of children. All this is best
illustrated if we examine the three component phases of the graph.
1. Phase 1. During this time, population dynamics are highlighted by two extremes: a

very high birth rate and a very high death rate. In fact, these two lines are closely
related, since most of those who died were children. The two lines are shown as
almost coincidental on the graph because, in fact, there was very little growth in the
overall population. There were some parts of the world with fertile soils and
elevations above the incidence of many diseases, like Rwanda, where it was possible
for populations to grow, and these became population “hearths” from which people
expanded outward in great migrations: the Bantu from the volcanic fertility of
Cameroon, the Arabs from Arabia Felix (the Yemen and southwestern Saudi Arabia)
and the Javanese. Or rivers brought fertility and irrigation that allowed early
civilizations to form and flourish in Mesopotamia, Egypt, the Indo-Gangetic Plains
and so on. But, these were the exception.
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2. Phase 2. This accompanies the Industrial Revolution, the Agricultural Revolution and

the Energy Revolution that began in the middle of the eighteenth century. This led to
enormous increases in food production (think of the rise of Chicago as the “Queen of
the Plains.” It barely existed in the 1830s). It allowed more people, eventually, to
become much better-off, educated and well-fed with a better diet. Medical advances
allowed many more infants to survive, though infant mortality and death in childbirth
were still astonishingly common well into the twentieth century (consider your
grandparents and whether they had siblings who died, and then try to think of a
modern counterpart). Nevertheless, the death rate dropped like a stone. What is really
interesting, however, is the continued high birth rate. This occurs for several reasons:
(a) there was a tradition of pride in a large family arising from the fact that it was
quite difficult to achieve that, and it indicated you could support them (maybe), not to
mention virility; (b) the fact that children were still the main source of security in your
old age, and presumably, the more you had the better the chance that one or two
would do well, and look after you adequately. There was no social security then. Most
children went to work at an early age and supplemented the family income. They
were a short-term and long-term potential resource.
3. Phase 3. With greater suffrage and democracy, the state began to play an increasing

role in improving health and access to health, education and pensions. The children
had less and less of a role in securing parents in old age. The growth of the middle
class favored fewer, better-educated children, and once World War two put women
definitively into the workplace, there was less and less capacity at home to support the
children by both parents being present. So child-care was born, but is expensive.
Couples became focused on their own life-style as much as the child, and family size
started to fall rapidly. Maybe, during and after the 1960s, children suffered from an
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excess of selfishness and self-absorption from the “me” generation, but quickly family
size began to fall dramatically, pulling down the blue line indicating overall
population growth. The graph, for a long time, ended with that wonderfully neat
coming together of the birth and death rate lines at their new, low, level. However, the
Demographic Transition has a few more surprises up its sleeve. The two lines did not
lie together for long, and the birth rate continued to go down below the death rate, the
implication of which is that your total population is now declining. This is the case in
many Baltic countries, the southern Mediterranean countries (including the home of
the bambino culture) and Germany. This takes us into demographic uncharted waters.
In addition to this, we have the phenomenon of people living longer which,
presumably, is delaying the increase in the rate of decline in the overall population.
To demonstrate this we need only to look at Japan where, in the demographics, the
fastest growing age-group in the whole population is women over 100. To highlight
this aging population even more dramatically, in 1963 153 people reached the age of
100, and were presented with a silver sake cup. In 2008, the number was 19,76919
4. Phase 4. No, I know there isn’t one, but maybe there should be. We are entering

uncharted demographic waters in a world where the population of “developed
countries” is getting much older, where fewer children are being raised to pay for, and
replace them, where national population figures are in negative numbers and the need
for labor (and taxpayers) continues. In the rest of the world the growth is
insupportable and we have to hope that economic growth allows the demographic
transition to take place.

12An aging population
19

As a result of which, along with the worst Japanese economic performance figures for 50 years, they reduced
the diameter of the cup from 10.5cms to 9cms.
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Science has, in the developed world anyway, allowed us to live much longer. As we
mentioned earlier, a man in the USA in 1912 had a life expectancy of47—now it is,
astonishingly, almost 80. How far you can push this increase against the natural aging process
is hard to say because aging is a programmed process in our DNA, and who knows what
happens if they find out how to regulate that. But, for the moment, the policy issue is coping
with so many elderly people in the rich countries, and huge numbers of young people in the
poorer countries. This is a good time to look at a few population pyramids.
A population pyramid is called that because,
once

upon a

time,

the

graph

always

looked

like a

pyramid. Not anymore. Let’s take a typical
“traditional” pyramid:
This one shows Kenya, and at one time nearly all population pyramids would have looked
like this. To the left of the vertical line are males, to the right, females, and that is the
convention. As you ascend you do so in quintiles, or blocks of five years and the width is
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proportional to the percentage that that quintile occupies out of the total (100 per cent) for
that sex overall. You can see immediately that almost one quarter of the population is below
15 years. This is typical of any species trying to survive in a harsh environment. Nature has
equipped it with the capacity to produce a large number of offspring—tens of thousands in
the case of fish, most of which end up as food for something else. Often in traditional
societies the average number of children would be eight, and few would survive. The next
thing to notice is how quickly the pyramid closes in, meaning losses are high even among the
15 to 30-year olds. What we would now call the “middle aged” and elderly form a relatively
small part of the total population—though there are people who live into their 80s and 90s.
Compare what we have just said with this “pyramid” for the USA,
which is a slowly–growing developed democracy—one of the few
that is not actually declining, but holding its own. The growth is
accounted for by immigration and natural growth among the
minority—particularly the Hispanic—communities. But now, you
notice that the broad pyramid base has gone, and the main
characteristic is the “bulge” in the middle of the column
represented by the “Baby Boom”. The other main features are the
predominance of females among the older age cohorts, Almost
everyone who is born, survives. But, those who are born are not
enough to replace the Baby Boomers who are rising through, and
will eventually fall out of the top of the Pyramid. Lots more people
survive into “old age” and the retired population threatens to
explode once the Baby-Boomers move up to and beyond 65. The
unusually large quintile of the 85+ female components is a result of the fact that people live
way beyond the 80+ category, boosting its statistical significance way beyond the 85-90
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group we assume it contains. The problem with this structure is that the population coming up
through the system is not enough to replace those dropping out at the top, nor are they
sufficient to support the huge numbers of people who are “retired” within the conventional
sense of the term, which has not changed much since life-expectancy was around 47. But, it
should be stressed, the US pyramid is rather unusual because it still contains growth, whereas
most of the other developed countries do not.
Let us look now at a population structure that few of our ancestors could have imagined,
without the assistance of the Great Plague, or something along those lines, but that would
have been much more temporary. The case shown here is that of Italy, until recently thought
of as one of those southern-European, Catholic countries with large families and doting
grandparents. The picture we get
here is one of rapid decline in
which the children being born
are totally inadequate to replace
the solid phalanx of 25 -60s,
who seem indestructible. The
0-15s are half the size of the
15-40 group that they will,
eventually, have to support. Plus, clearly, once people are alive, they are very persistent, and
do not die for a very long time.
Now let’s look at a pyramid that is the result of great social uncertainty, and a powerful
Russia

incentive to emigrate—that of Bulgaria. Here, all the weight is concentrated around the
middle, as a lack of confidence discourages having children. Indeed, children under 10 have
become a very small component of the population. Lastly, the strangest figures of all come
out of the Russian Federation. Here we have to deal with the catastrophic effects of World
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War 2 and then the trauma following
the fall of Communism and the USSR
in 19912/2. The sharp contraction of the
60-65 group echoes the uncertainties
and losses of the War, whereas the
sharp contraction at the base of the
pyramid indicates the uncertainties of
the post-USSR period. In fact, grandparents have a better life expectancy than their
grandchildren; there are very few grandchildren to speak of, anyway, and the total population
numbers seem to be in free fall. Between 1990 and 2030, the population of the Russian
Federation is anticipated to fall by thirty million people. This is an astounding figure.

13What has this to do with the environment?
An awful lot really, such as, what will be the effect of adding at least another 4 billion people
to this earth, mostly where job prospects and resources are pretty scarce. It will mean that the
pressure to emigrate will be keen, not just from Burkina Faso, but from Bulgaria and Poland.
At the same time, the problems in the rich countries will arise from the fact that the labor
force is diminishing, and the only place to find replacements is through immigration. This
raises a problem in the older, European nation states, because the migrants are likely to be
from Turkey or North Africa, and they are conspicuously different, ethnically and religiously,
in an increasingly intolerant world. In the USA, the problem is different because it is already
a nation of immigrants. There the problem is not so much with where the immigrants are
from, as with the fact that they are in the country illegally. On the other hand, the economy
needs them—otherwise there would be, for instance, no vegetables in the supermarkets. But,
no country can tolerate the presence of people illegally within their borders—even though the
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reason may have more to do with the glacially slow workings of the US Immigration
Department—certainly the worst-run institution I have ever encountered in forty years in
public administration—than with motives of the immigrants. If immigration cannot take up
the slack, then inevitably there will be ever more pressure on the basic resources of survival
in the poor countries and ever greater pressure—legal or otherwise—to besiege the fortress of
the rich.
If the population of the world, well, particularly that of the poorer part of the world, continues
on its way to 10 billion, while the rest of the developed world falters into decline, what are
the likely consequences with which policy should be planning to deal now. Why am I
cautious about this? We have known for over a hundred years that the population was getting
older, and was destined to become much older—though we did not anticipate the rapid
decline in child-bearing because such a thing was unprecedented. But, what provision did we
make for this? Very little. The breakdown of the expanded family led to the “shedding” of
parents into institutional facilities to see them through to death. Such a thing is still totally
unthinkable in more traditional societies—including countries in Eastern and Central Europe.
These institutionalized people with their long life spans require a disproportionate proportion
of medical attention since older people tend to get sick more often. One effect of this need for
“managed care” is to suck the nurses out of the rest of the system by paying them more. The
result of this is that the rest of the public and private health-care system is trawling the rest of
the world to attract nurses away from poor countries, where they are a much scarcer
commodity, to come and look after the rich. The environment in which poorer people live
still are haunted with basic deadly diseases and nutritional deficiencies. As we have said, the
poorer countries are where the children will be, and they are the group most at risk in the
world.
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As population grows in the poorer countries they will continue to put additional pressure on
the resources needed to feed those who survive. But, what about the “Demographic
Transition?” For that to operate, people need to become better off; to be able to substitute
some economic alternatives for the need for children. In some places where economics is
racing ahead of terrifying population growth, such as in India, then maybe the Demographic
Transition can take place, if the wealth gets distributed. On the continent of Africa the
economy is failing badly to keep up with population growth, and it is hard to see how the
Demographic Transition can put a stop to the ravenous destruction of basic natural resources.
In many places, compared to the demographics, the economic situation is losing ground,
statistically and literally.
Logically, it would seem in a global world, that the deficiency of the population in Europe,
particularly, could be offset by siphoning off some of the dangerous surplus from, say,
Africa. This has been happening with Moroccans in the Netherlands, Algerians and other
North Africans in France—and this is producing serious ethnic tensions. Similar things are
happening with Germany and Turkey. These immigrants are distinctly different, ethnically,
from the people who need them. The recent Global Financial Crisis has heightened these
tensions because of the rise in unemployment in Europe, despite the declining population.
Emigration from Africa has reached the level where people are regularly risking their lives,
and dying, to get to, for instance, the Spanish possessions in the Canary Islands off the West
African coast.
So far, we have kept the lid on this situation by mechanizing and adding chemicals to
agriculture, and then doing inventive things with crop genetics. The price for this is poisoning
the productive environment, the elimination of indigenous food species, and—some say—the
potential danger of genetically-engineered crops “getting out into the environment.” But, at
the same time, a couple of years ago, the majority of population became urban dwellers.
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Urban environments in poverty are breeding grounds for public-health catastrophes, as
Pittsburgh and other cities found out in the middle of the nineteenth century. In poor
countries and rich alike, towns gobble up agricultural land, turning it into slums and
subdivisions. High densities of population mean high risks for spreading epidemics—
especially as the nurses and doctors are leaving poorer cities. We have seen, from the SARS
epidemic of 200X, epidemics from poorer countries, and AIDS came out of the Congolese
Rain Forest, can spread like an Australian bush fire. So, what happens “there” is of serious
interest “here.” “Ex Africa semper aliquid nova,” said the Elder Pliny, which translates as
“Out of Africa comes always something new.” It could so easily be something like SARS,
AIDS and (potentially) human variants of Avian Flu. What happens to poor environments
under stress is not something we can choose to ignore.
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2. Food
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14What is food?
“Food” is what provides all living things with the energy they need to live and work—though
in this sense “work” is doing things with the energy, including breathing, growing, moving,
speaking etc. For a large part of life, food comes in the form of sunshine, which they can turn
into sugars. This is the plant kingdom, and lie out in the sun as long as we might, we simply
end up as toast, and cannot transform that solar energy into anything “useful.”
For the rest of us, herbivores, carnivores, life is a little more complicated. We have to take
those life forms that transform solar energy directly—the plant kingdom—as well as those
things non-vegetarians relish that also eat plants—a polite way of looking at meat.
Since we have said several times already, everything comes back to energy, it is useful to
know that as you move up through the trophic levels, the plants, herbivores and carnivores, a
huge amount of energy is lost—approximately 90 per cent for each step. We can see this
from the width of the bar-column illustrating energy loss in the diagram. If we think of this a
slightly different, but
important, way: the higherup the food chain you are,
the more pressure you put
on the environment to
produce your food. Thus, if
you ate corn directly, you would be nine times more energy-efficient than if you fed it to
cattle that would, later on, provide you with steaks. But, it is a well-known fact that as
people’s “quality of life” goes up, this is accompanied by a greater consumption of meat,
rather than cereals. Thus the population problem in terms of pressure on the environment, and
the pressure to produce “food” is an order of magnitude worse if they move toward a meat78

based diet. Think of it this way: when the bull is eating the corn, to provide better flavor and
texture to the meat, he is using much of the energy derived from eating, not just to providing
your steak, but to all the other things he has to do to stay alive. All that energy “escapes”
from your steak-based food chain, but you cannot produce meat unless the animal is allowed
to live to “market readiness.” It’s hard, but that’s the way life is.

15How did we get to this state of affairs?
Now would be a good time to look at the history our relationship with the environment as a
food-producer; a key component in its role as our life-support. This relationship has changed
radically over time, and is now changing at an unimaginable rate. To make sense of this, it is
useful to divide our “eating history” into a series of phases that are illustrated in the diagram.
For the vast majority of our species’ time on earth, we lived as hunters and gatherers. Indeed,
some people still do like some of the South African Bushmen. As the name suggests, they
took their food from Nature directly in its “raw” state. This meant they accumulated
considerable knowledge about what was safe to eat, where it was to be found, and so on. At
the same time, they were able to supplement the gathering of edible plants, with hunting wild
animals, and depending on where they were, by fishing the rivers. It required vast areas of
land for a family to find sufficient food through the seasons, but, in general as a system it
provided a very good return to labor, once you knew the environment intimately. It was what
is called an extensive system, meaning that a lot of land could support only a few people. Or,
to put it another way, the land had, for humans at least, a very low carrying capacity. So, all
was well as long as population numbers
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The epochs of energy and food

Type of Land-Use
System
Hunting and
Gathering

The Neolithic
Revolution:
Agriculture and
Domestication of
Animals

The “Agricultural
Revolution”

The “Green
Revolution”

Brave New World

Period

Environmental
Relationship
Predominant until
Living directly from
about 10,000 BP.
the land as an
Adaptation to
Nature
Starting around
Rechanneling
10,000 BP.
energy through
selected plant
pathways (crops)
and animals.
Adaptation of
Nature begins
Begins as early as
Use of fossil
c15, but really takes energy,
off in c19.
agrichemicals,
machines to
transform the
environment.
Massive
modification of the
landscape for the
machine.
Starts 1940s.
Application of
hybridization,
irrigation, pesticide
application to
“create” new
varieties of plant,
tailored for certain
conditions
1990+
Cloning, genetic
engineering and
other aspects of
“manufacturing
nature.”
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Energy
Relationship
Foraging energy
from Nature, as it
occurs. Everything
recycled locally.
The management
and harvesting of
energy by
intervention in the
natural ecology.
Useful plants drive
out weeds.
Energy imported
and exported, very
little local cycling.
Renewables
displaced by fossil
fuels and
hydrocarbons.

The energy flowing
through the plant is
optimized in terms
of food production,
rather than height
etc. “Industrial
Agriculture”
Channeling energy
very narrowly
through
dangerously
exposed paths.

remained low. In such a low density, it was almost impossible, especially given the nomadic
nature of the life-style, for any permanent structures to feature, or for few tools to be
developed beyond stone ones to prepare animal skins. Everything came out of Nature
unchanged, and everything went right back. Such a system required virtually no
modification of Nature and it can be thought of as an Adaptation to Nature. At most, such a
system could probably have supported a population globally of about ten million people.
The big change—probably the biggest

change in human history—came with the

discovery of cultivation, and the
domestication of animals. Once people

had figured

out how to propagate useful plants
for food and other purposes, they
were able to redirect energy
through the selected plants in
a specific place—fields of crops.
But, this meant that they needed to clear the ground for cultivation, often by cutting down the
trees, they had to control the indigenous, but useless, plants (the weeds), by collecting and
planting seeds and by finding some way to store part of the crop for next year’s seeds and to
feed the family through the winter or the dry season. This allowed for much greater
concentrations, and numbers, of people because they had concentrated their food supplies.
The limit was set by the amount of labor a human could put out to cultivate, harvest etc,
especially as these demands tended to come in concentrated periods (the onset of the rains in
the Tropics). Once Man had domesticated animals, he was able to put them to work, greatly
increasing the amount of land that one family, for instance, could cultivate. But, with this
move to cultivation, the paradigm shifted to Adaptation of the Environment, and that has
been the increasing trend from that moment. We generally refer to the discovery of
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agriculture as the Neolithic Revolution. With it came the possibilities of states, cities,
civilization—especially where there was rich volcanic soil or the possibility of irrigation.
Man was now in the business of reorganizing Nature and putting it to work as he wanted. Out
of this came the idea of “Mastery” in some cultures. But, for most of the time civilizations
worshiped some aspect of the Earth and made sacrifices to show who, really, was in charge.
Fertility Gods abounded, “Mother Earth” was something Romans and Greeks would have
appreciated, and did—hence the
resurrection of Gaia.
But, a more secure food supply
allowed people to grow, albeit
slowly, by being able to plan for
the hard season of cold or
drought. Periodically, natural
disasters, the occasional Mongol invasion, internal insecurity etc disrupted the continuity and
security agriculture requires, for the crops need to be protected. This is one of the reasons that
civilization developed, through concentrations of people with vulnerable assets. Strong rulers
would provide the protection, and the price was part of the harvest, whether you were Inca or
Egyptian, the system of tax was born and familiar. A central system could provide laws and
authority; something much needed when a single resource had to be fairly allocated among
many users, as is the case with irrigation water. It is no accident that the first urban societies
grew up around irrigation water and great rivers—the first being Sumeria.20
20

Indeed, it was the Sumerians, with their enormous system of irrigation, who first needed to have some way
of measuring time to ensure fairness in the distribution of water to individual fields. By pushing a stick in the
ground, and charting its shadow as the earth spun on its axis around the sun, they could do this. But, they
needed some uniform template to mark into the ground to calibrate the passage of the shadow. They chose a
unit that had sixty components. Why? Who knows? But we still use it today, and it must be the oldest surviving
calibration in human life defying all the logic of metrication. The French Revolution tried to correct this at one
point, but eventually, those Babylonians won the day, and sixty it is.
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Rules were needed to prevent to conflict between everyone doing what was “rational and best
for them” versus the collective good, and access to water was a good place to work this out.
We have come to call this the Tragedy of the Commons, where collective ownership and
individual benefit try to co-exist—in fishing the oceans, or indeed, grazing those commons. It
is a dilemma as old as time. Well, as old as agriculture and domestication, anyway. But,
traditional societies often had communal mechanisms to regulate the wise use of the land, and
not only where there is one central, vital resources like irrigation water. Arab communities
had their Hema system of preserving grazing lands for times of drought and stress.
Pastoralists merged animals from many herds so that a loss in one place would not devastate
one herder totally. Quite often, the wise use of the land was brought to an end by civil strife
and the perpetual threat of war, because agricultural people are more vulnerable and have
seizeable wealth. Irrigation requires a large and well-regulated infrastructure, and that
requires stability and order. When we think about what happened to Babylonia, North Africa
(Roman Libya), and so on, we are looking at Man’s perpetual destructive instincts, and the
havoc they wreaked on the efforts of centuries. It is always useful to remember how many
thousands of years Egypt did survive as a coherent, land-managing society. Will “modern
agriculture” ever establish that level of enduring harmony?
So, the story has been one of technology racing ahead of population—not everywhere
at the same speed, and thus enabling more people to survive and breed. But, that same
technology, where it became economically very productive, enabled people to dispense with
the “security” aspect of large families, to become much more self-indulgent, and for children
to become one, of many, social options. So, at one level of development, the pressure on
basic food supplies diminishes. But, it doesn’t really, and why?
•

As we mentioned, as economic well-being improves, family size diminishes, but diets
change in the direction of higher meat-content, and as we observed, this is hugely
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more demanding of energy from the food-producing environment. So, this smaller
number of people imposes ever greater strains on the productive capacity of the land.
•

Richer people become indulgent also in the amount of food, even hugely-energy
demanding foods like meat, that they are prepared to waste. In the USA it is widely
believed that up to one-third of food prepared for consumption is wasted. Ironically,
public-health legislation often prevents this “waste” from being re-used.

But, the biggest problem, environmentally is that while one part of the world pays people not
to grow food because of “overproduction driving down price,” there are still millions who are
underfed, and doing serious harm to the environment because of their need to scratch a living
from less-than-marginal land. Economists describe this as a “problem of distribution,” as
opposed to one of production. The people who could use it, don’t have the money to buy it. It
all goes
back to the
eternal
division into
rich and
poor. The
following
map gives
you some
idea of
where these different groups of people are:
•

In the red areas there is more than enough food to go round, if you calculate the
calorie value of production and the number of people there are in that political unit. In
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the red areas there is >140 per cent of what is needed, and that is becoming
increasingly associated with runaway obesity. It is catered for by replacing huge
losses of topsoil by chemical additives, by protecting monoculture by pesticides, and
by substituting unnatural, for natural processes of reproduction. All this feeds a
lifestyle that is destructive to human well-being.
•

The blue areas do not have this problem—theirs is much more basic, and involves
generating enough food to produce enough energy to grow more food. This has
sometimes been referred to as a “Cycle of Poverty and Low Production.” In short,
people are farming poor land with simple methods relying on, predominantly, human
or animal labor. Their risk exposure is high because they are very dependent on the
natural environment—including the caprices of the weather, insects and the like. If
you read the Bible, you know what it’s like. Because the capacity of the farmer to
produce is limited in these marginal circumstances (low productivity of the land and
the farmer) he has a weakened condition, which makes him (or more likely, her)
susceptible to enervating illnesses such as malaria, further reducing the capacity to
work, especially at critical times, such as the onset of the rains. This lowers the
productivity further, reducing the security of the food supply—and so the whole thing
feeds on itself (if you will forgive the expression).
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So, once again, we find that the environmental consequences of food production are rather
different depending on where you had the good, or bad, fortune, to be born. This is not the
last time we shall see this; the environmental consequences of indulgent wealth or very
different from those of bare survival.

A curious observation
When it
comes to
thinking
about feeding
ourselves,
collectively
and
individually,
we are often ill-prepared to include the
environment intelligently in the decisions we
make. Think about this: To grow our food in
the context of “Modern Agriculture” we apply
many additives to the basics of Nature (soil,
seed, weather etc). As we have said many
times, when you are talking about the

If you look into the pages of
c18th, or c19th, literature,
there are two, instantly
recognizable caricatures: the
portly profile of the rich man,
and the skeletal outline of
the poor man. This seems
entirely logical since one had
more to eat than the other.
Now, on the other hand,
obesity is associated with
people in the low-income
group. Why? Because they
have access to a whole range
of prepared, cheap (usually
fried) foods which allow for
massive
over-indulgence
(and even encourage it) at
very low prices. The rich, on
the other hand, have access
to
better
diets,
more
information, health clubs and
the like.

environment, everything is about energy, so
let’s get back to that. If you think of all the different elements (gasoline, the calories that went
into manufacturing the tractor and other equipment, trucking the produce to market, pumping
the water…) we can add them all up as “inputs” and compare them with the energy value of
the food that results from all this effort. Strangely enough, we put about eight times more in
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than we get out. Even stranger, for did we not say that “Everything is about energy?” this
appears to be profitable! That is “food for thought.”

In the past, if pressure for food arose in a society, there were some options, either to find
more land (horizontal expansion) or to use the land more intensively (using additional labor
to produce the same food requirements, known as vertical expansion or involution). The
present range of options may be spelled out as shown in the accompanying box. We might
also add to this a reduction in waste, since that
is inflicting damage on the environment for no
purpose at all. The possibilities for increasing
the area under production are limited by the size
of the human population and its widespread
distribution. There are no new continents to
occupy as there were in the nineteenth century.
We have raised the productivity of the land
enormously by the application of capital, mainly
chemicals, and applied genetic research. In
reducing losses there is some scope, and in
changing our diets, still, a lot of scope, and
maybe we shall yet see the hamburger in a
museum. Finding new sources of food—who
can say? There are algae and other forms of
energy converters out there waiting to be tested, but using food-producing land to grow
gasoline substitutes for our cars is not an encouraging trend. As with many things, we seem to
await that defining crisis that generates our substantive policy changes.
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16Energy is Everything
All energy comes from the sun. Some of it a long time ago and was trapped in organic matter
that decayed, for instance into oil, or fossilized into carbon as in coal. The process continues,
but is much too slow to be useful to human life. An exception to all this is radioactivity and
the enormous amount of energy contained within the atomic, and sub-atomic, structure of
everything. There is no shortage of energy in an absolute sense—our own bodies contain a
phenomenal amount of energy otherwise they would fall apart.21 Getting hold of useful
energy is the difficult thing, and our industrial, and post-industrial societies use unimaginable
and increasing amounts of it (and so does agriculture, as we saw in the previous chapter), and
are happy to waste it in a profligate way. The manner in which we provide for our energy
needs now is unsustainable, wasteful, irrational and destructive. That should be enough to
raise a few questions.
In fact, our ability to put energy to work for us—mainly through machines—has been the
story of the industrial, agrarian, and transport (all energy-based) revolutions. For most of
history we were limited by, what one writer called, “The Tyranny of Labor.” What you could
produce from the land, and that is what, until relatively recently, most everyone did,
depended on (a) energy coming into the earth from the sun to grow the crops that use the
energy directly, (b) the limitations of human and animal labor to produce more food per unit.
That put serious limits on productivity and the ability to create a surplus to support a nonagrarian population. As we mentioned, the energy constraint meant that in Ancient Egypt, the
system of production, remarkable as it was, could support only around 5 per cent of the
population outside of farming. The Pyramids, for instance, were built not by slaves, but by
farmers in the season when the Nile was not in flood and the land was idle. It is fair to say
21

In fact the human body contains energy equivalent to several hydrogen bombs at the atomic and sub atomic
levels
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that for almost all of human history, 95 per cent of human energy went into subsistence—
growing the food to keep you alive and able to work to grow the food.

17Early Days.
Let’s look at the characteristics of energy in the period before the Industrial/Agrarian
revolution of the eighteenth century. The sources of energy beyond the strength of the human
arm and the ox were:
 WIND: windmills harness the wind passing over the site of the mill. It converts the

lateral movement of the wind into a rotary movement of the sails, which then, through
an ingenious system of cogs and wheels, turns one large stone on top of another, thus
grinding grain. The system can be adapted for pumping water (which is why there
were so many of them in the Netherlands, much of which is below sea-level), or for
sawing wood or other functions. The location of the mill is important since it needs to
be exposed to a fairly reliable wind, otherwise nothing happens. This technology is
certainly almost as old as agriculture itself.
 WATER: water, being denser than air, is able to produce a more concentrated source

of energy. Generally the force was extracted from the water either by placing a
“paddle wheel” in a moving stream so the continuous movement of the water turns the
wheel (the exact reverse of a “paddle steamer” where the energy is expended outward
through the wheel to propel the boat). The alternative was to contrive, by means of an
artificial channel, to take water from a river upstream of the mill, and move it down a
lower gradient than that of the river itself. At a suitable point, the water now being
elevated above the bed of the river, it was allowed to fall vertically onto a wheel
which was equipped with buckets that filled and pulled the wheel down to a point
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where the bucket emptied so that one side of the wheel was always heavier than the
other, producing motion. After that, the wheel turned, and everything else was the
same. Obviously, such machinery was limited by suitable sites, but the water wheel
was the industrial motive force before the coming of steam.
 FIRE: We often forget fire, but it was a form of harnessed energy that could be put to

work. It could make metals malleable for working into tools (by burning wood in
furnaces), or it could be used to burn-off the left-over stubble from last season’s crop
flushing out insects and inducing a new growth of grass, if you are using the land for
grazing. Fire was also the tool used to bring down tall trees and clear a space in the
forest for shifting cultivators. So, it was a widely-used tool of great power, as long as
it didn’t get away from you, in which case it could become entirely destructive.
Of course, many of these same sources of energy are still with us in the form of the modern
“wind farm” or in the spinning turbines of the hydro-power station that is using the same
artificially-created difference in height between one part of the stream and another (in this
case, a dam) as the water-wheel did. Fire still makes steam in many power plants to drive
turbines.
These early forms of energy-using methods and devices shared several characteristics:
 The energy was local and captured in the spot where it was naturally found (apart

from moving water artificially in lifter-channels for water wheels, but that is
minimal).
 The energy sources were all renewable coming from Nature as it existed at that spot

and at that time. Of course, rivers may dry-up seasonally, or there may be droughts,
but that was all part of the picture before you came and built your mill. Taking water
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for the mill did not limit anybody’s actions downstream because after the wheel
turned, all the water went back in the quality and quantity that it had come out of the
river upstream.
 The process had the capacity, providing the machines were maintained, of going on

for ever—they were sustainable technologies.
 The whole system was non-polluting; the motive force being left to go on its way
unchanged.
Were there drawbacks? Yes. The amount of energy that could be captured from the river or
the wind was relatively small and so the mill was not able to produce, by modern standards, a
very large output. But then, you built another mill, and the population served was a relatively
small number of farmers in the immediate area. So, modest as the capacity of this technology
was, it was appropriate to its time. It was not appropriate to the urbanization and runaway
population growth that came after 1760 (and the perfection of a workable steam engine).

18When everything changed—the Energy Revolution
The perfection of a workable steam engine, which boiled water and turned it into steam, and
used that steam to produce a rotary motion with a piston, was the day that changed our
relationship with Nature forever. This happened in the 1760s, and we may date the “modern
age” of man-environment relations from that time, because now, between man and Nature
came machines and capital, and it has never been the same since. What is the significance of
these “machines?”
•

They allow an individual to harness and use more energy than would ever have been
possible from human/draught-animal power. Put this another way and it says, it gives
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the individual many more times the power and capacity to change Nature than ever
existed. Whether this is clearing land, digging out minerals, moving things from farm
to market, creating the blight of the modern suburbs—blame it all on the Energy
Revolution.
•

The machine allowed us to build mightily on the Judeo-Christian concept of “Mastery
over Nature,” “The Conquest of Nature,” or “Dominion over the Earth,” or maybe
“Manifold Destiny?” Now we had the power to really show who was the Master,
though this was pure illusion, and Nature always ends up holding the winning poker
hand.

•

The intervention of the machine basically isolated and insulated us from Nature so
that our contact with “Nature” is minimal and tangential. Of course, Nature can still
jump up and bite off our nose, as it did with Katrina, to show us who is really the
boss, but our memories are short, and these are, anyway, “Acts of God.” We have
nothing of the contact with our real environment that our grandparents had. Air
conditioning, the death of the local food economy (certainly in the USA and Western
Europe), central heating, personal transport—there is nothing left. We romanticize
Nature through “parks” and “wildernesses,” which are wonderful as long as there are
roads and toilets. Much environmentalism is an intellectual exercise, mostly in the
territory of the Middle Class. The vast majority of the people who “value nature”
today would not last one season if they had to farm the land and provide shelter. In
addition, the extremely flexible form of energy we call electricity, and the invention
of the computer and digitization, has allowed us to substitute “online” and “virtual”
life for “real” life, so you can order your food, do your banking, study for a degree
and meet strange and interesting people to marry, without once leaving your chair—
never mind your house.
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•

This artificial world of insulation relies on HUGE amounts of energy, 80 per cent of it
fossil. The biggest cultivated “crop” in the United States is grass on lawns, and that is
where the nitrogen goes. This is totally useless, but the geometric perfect lawn is the
constant reminder of the “taming of Nature.” This is to say nothing of the millions of
gallons of gasoline needed to mow it and keep it in a state of submission. Did I
mention this is stupid? The bubble-world we have created is the domain of machines
to heat and cool our environment, to haul us around, to put the food in the stores, and
grow the food in the first place. You get the picture. It is a house of sand. “But it is a
nice house, and maybe we can live here a few more years before it collapses and
sinks? Anyway, let’s not worry about that now—it’s time for reality TV.” This is the
reality that should be on the TV.

What is the basis of the “modern” energy revolution? We mentioned the machine, which is
the key, whether it is a steam-driven locomotive, an internal-combustion engine in a car, or a
nuclear (fission) reactor. The second element is the source of the energy, which we have
observed is not so much wind and water, as coal and oil. Why?
The answer to this is “thermal efficiency,” or, more simply, the amount of energy contained
in, and released by, a ton of coal compared to a ton of wood. I can produce and sustain high
temperatures with a more modest amount of fuel (even if I do have to dig a hole into the
ground to find it). Oil substitutes for coal because, as a fluid, it can be fed directly to the point
of combustion without someone shoveling it. However, both of these are fossil fuels as we
have noted several times. Nuclear energy has the highest thermal efficiency, so that one
railroad wagon of uranium has the thermal equivalence of 24,000 wagons filled with coal, so
you can see why the nuclear option is attractive.

19Characteristics of energy after the Revolution.
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In terms of energy and society, the main changes may be said to be the following:
 Most of the energy used in the developed world, and increasingly in the developing

world too, is imported from somewhere else. It is not local anymore. It is dug out of
the ground in one place and taken elsewhere for combustion.
 Most of the energy use is based on combustion, not on physical movement by wind or
water. The machine needs to be fed, and what it is fed is heat. And that heat comes
from the combustion of some raw material like coal or oil.
 The products of this use of energy are rarely consumed where they are made or grown
(as they overwhelmingly were). Now, again using fossil energy, they are packed up
and shipped out. So there is no more local or recycling nature of energy as there was
—or virtually none, anyway.
 The source of energy is no longer a “free good,” like the passing wind or water, or the

conflagration of the fire. Now it has to be bought and paid for, though the price is
often ridiculously under-estimated for reasons we have already stated. We certainly
make no provision in the price for the fact that this fuel is irreplaceable.
 The use of combustible fuels so widely (in cars, in factories, in utilities etc) results in

the production of vast amounts of “unwanted side effects,” “unintended
consequences,” or some other form of “collateral damage.” In other words of a more
basic and honest nature, we poison ourselves and our life-support system in the
process of benefitting from the energy revolution. The energy revolution was the
greatest gift to greed imaginable, and the most decisive moment in breaking our
contract with Nature. By now, we have produced generations who do not know what
Nature is, other than via the Discovery Channel or National Geographic. It is an
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intellectual construct, not a fact of life. So the energy revolution was enabling and
suicidal at the same time. We have to sort out this pact with the Devil.
 Since the key to much of the energy revolution was the machine, the reality of Nature

was adapted to the machine, rather than vice versa. The habitat of small farm and
hedgerow gave way to vast acres given over to the tractor and combine, and those
became bigger and bigger themselves. Machines dug, and drained, aquifers for
underground water. The car allowed towns to sprawl into sterile suburbs, gobbling up
productive land to serve a self-indulgent life style. Initially, the steam engine had
brought people from the countryside into the cities where the nature of steam
governed their lives. Steam power cannot be transmitted far, and initially this was
done by belts driven by wheels (the least-efficient way of transmitting energy). Hence
the machines had to be close to the engine, and the best position was to stack them
above it. This gave us the tall, narrow factories of the early Industrial Revolution,
such as the textile mills of Massachusetts. So working conditions were very much
determined by the machine, and people now had to live near the factory because the
machines had to be tended day and night, and there was precious little public
transport. Hence the congested, row-house landscape of early industrial Britain or the
USA. The smog and smoke of the factories and the tightly-packed homes, gave us the
classic circumstances for so many Sherlock Holmes mysteries: dense fog. It also
killed people by the hundreds of thousands—the last great “smog” being the killer in
the London area in 1952. Coal-burning in London was banned after this.

20How would we know if we had an energy crisis?
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This is a good question because, maybe, we have one and don’t realize it. It is often
hard to discern a pattern when you are in the middle of it, like trying to get through a
maze; just elevate yourself a few meters and it all takes on a coherence. Perhaps that
is what we need to do here and now.
Generally speaking, if you were to ask an economist, for instance, the question at the
head of this section, that economist would probably answer in the following way:
“You would know that you had, or would soon have, a [energy] crisis when
you began to observe the following:
•

Once something becomes scarce or rare, its price rises to reflect that
scarcity. It does not have to become any less in a physical sense, but its
rarity becomes more valuable. Gold shows this when confidence in money,
stocks, shares etc falls—very much as is the case at the time of writing.
There is no less gold—just that suddenly more people want it. Well, look
at this graph of oil prices. From May 2003 until January 2007, the price of

oil rises steadily until, in mid-January 2007 it takes off like a rocket from
$50 to $150 a barrel—had it suddenly evaporated, or run out? This
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produced a crisis in the motor industry, particularly in the USA, where,
during the low gasoline price era, until then, vehicles had become bigger
and bigger. Government regulations on fuel efficiency were ignored
because those applied to “cars;” what people were driving now were trucks
and SUVs—neither considered a car, and therefore outside the restrictions.
Suddenly, gasoline went up to the unheard-of price of $4+ per gallon, and
sales of these four-wheel monsters stopped dead. There were few fuelefficient models to replace them. Was this, finally, the “hidden-hand” of
economics revealing the energy crisis; the lunacy of under-pricing
polluting fossil fuels? No such luck. It was taken to be a result of either (a)
price gouging by a conspiracy of oil companies or, (b) a reflection of the

fact that we relied for so much of our oil on places that don’t like us much
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(Venezuela, the Middle East and others). Then, in May 2008, the prices
crashed, and were soon down to around $40 bbl., which is where they are
at the time of writing. This convinced everyone that they had been right
all along in believing in some conspiracy theory of gasoline shortage.
However, the shock of seeing this rise happen so fast—rapid fall
notwithstanding—left people cautious about running such huge, wasteful
vehicles. Also, meantime, property prices had crashed, pension funds had
crashed, the financial market had crashed, unemployment was soaring, and
so nobody was in the market for self-indulgent cars. On the other hand, the
price of
gasoline was
“back where
it was
supposed to
be.” So
much for the
price
mechanism..
But, some people will say: “how do you account for the differences in the
price of gasoline around the world (as shown in this diagram from Wired
in 2007? The difference are made up of how much of the price is
constituted of taxes? This varies enormously around the world as can be
seen from this comparison of the size of taxes in several countries around
the world. The difference ranges from $0.40 to $2.80 per American gallon.
This could be significant to this book if those extra charges were designed
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to restrict gasoline use and to fund the study and development of
alternative energy technologies. Dream on. Most of this goes into building
roads and general revenue.
•

Checking off the points on his fingers, the sage economist next says, “you
have some portent of impending crisis when supply becomes very
restricted.” In other words, we are aware of a shortage of supply (which is
normally associated with
the price-rise
phenomenon mentioned
above). It is relatively
rare to see a failure of
supply in the energy
sector (not counting
electricity outages of course!), but is has happened—most noticeably after
the first price-hikes by OPEC in 1974, and then again on the day or two
following 9/11 when the US went into panic mode. The drying-up of
supplies might indicate that we are in a vulnerable situation, but that may,
or may not, have anything to do with the nature of our energy base. It may
have to do with producer-conspiracies, or other “mysterious” forces.
Anyway, the fact is, when we have had these shortages, they have never
led to any lasting change in our overall behavior in terms of energy use
and energy type. For a moment, maybe, we will espouse “alternatives”,
speed limits etc., but just until we can get that price of gasoline down
“where it belongs.” The justification for this is, quite simply, every time
this has happened in the past, and gasoline has become temporarily scarce,
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or even unavailable for short periods, then the situation has always
reverted to the status quo ante, and so we were “right” not to over-react to
some crisis! Look at the graph that heads this section: “I knew it wouldn’t
last…”
•

The third finger on the economist’s hand is reserved for rationing, which
is an extension of the point above. It simply is an official recognition of
sudden, and presumably unexpected, scarcity, and is designed to restore
order to a suddenly chaotic market. Ration coupons were printed, though
never officially instituted, during the “crisis” (usually called, not the
Energy Crisis, but the OPEC crisis)22 of 1974, and have been used during
wartime. But, rationing, per se, has nothing to do with an energy crisis, or
even an energy policy—it is a way of
controlling the distribution of what
has become a scarce resource.

•

The last finger is reserved for
“substitution.” This means that when
shortage and rising prices become
noticeable and persistent, then it
becomes potentially profitable to
develop an alternative to whatever it
is in short supply. We have already
mentioned that “alternative energy” as

An Interesting Calculation
If you work for a fast-food
company in the United States you
will make about $5.20 per hour.
A gallon of gasoline costs around
$2,80
So you can “earn” the gas in about
54% of your hour—about 32
minutes.
But, the “energy efficiency” of the
gasoline is about 92 times yours,
and it came out of the ground
where it was made millions of
years ago.
Why is your energy “worth” so
much more?

an environmentally-friendly option, is

22

After the Organization of Petroleum-Exporting Countries, which is a club of many, but not all, major oil
producers and exporters acting as a cartel to restrict supply and, thereby, increase price.
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inhibited by (a) high capital start-up cost versus gasoline and coal’s sunk
costs; (b) the high infrastructure-development cost; (c) the prevailing
unrealistic price of gasoline, which contains no measure of its destructive
capacities. “Alternative energy,” like the poor, is always with us, but never
seems to get going, except in countries peculiarly short of oil, such as
France, where nuclear power provides for almost three-quarters of the
country’s needs. President Bush, the archetypical oil man basically axed
the alternative energy budget in his first year in office. Everyone was
“talking the talk” about alternative energy when gasoline was $4 a gallon
during the summer of 2008, but where is that now? Again, the problem is
that the “problem” is some peripheral aspect of oil production and
distribution; not oil itself. The whole climate-change debacle is another
indication that the policy focus is not ready to accept the basic problem—
we are into an unsustainable and damaging economic and life-support
system.

“Prediction is a very unreliable business, especially where
The future is concerned.” (Sam Goldwyn.)
There are many, many “alternative energy technologies,”
and it is impossible to discuss them all here, especially as
they have been written about so extensively. The main ones

Alternative Energy Sources
Solar
Hydropower
Tidal Power
Geothermal
Wind (land/sea)
Fuel Cells (hydrogen)
Nuclear (Fusion and (?)
Fission.

21The future.

are listed in the text box.
All these possibilities offer some relief from fossil fuel; some of them are site-specific
(Geothermal and Hydropower dams, wind-power locations) others, less so. But, the fact is
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that even taken together these technologies would have a very hard time absorbing the 80 per
cent plus dependence the US, for instance, has on fossil fuels. The simple fact remains that
only the nuclear option could take up the slack in the short to medium term. Prime-Minister
Gordon Brown of the UK has made this his policy vision to reinvent the energy basis of that
country, making it more like France.
The environmental reaction to this is usually two-fold and well-known: (a) what are you
going to do with the radioactive nuclear waste with its lethal half-life of 25,000 years? And
(b) have you already forgotten the names of Three Mile Island and Chernobyl, where human
error and design flaws, in one case could
How could government policy
influence energy?

have taken out a large part of the US near the
nation’s capital, and in the second case, did

•

First, by having a coherent and
known policy set to last more
than the date of the next
election. This is called “vision.”

•

Subsidizing alternative energy
technology through tax breaks
etc. and infrastructure
development.

•

Taxing polluting technologies
and using the revenue for
alternatives (e.g Carbon Tax)

•

Promoting research and
development through grants.

•

Direct favoring of alternative
energy in government
purchasing and procurement.

take out, permanently, a huge piece of
territory in Russia and the Ukraine? Can we
ever trust any technology so potentially
dangerous to so many people over so long a
time, into the fickle hand of man? Well, it
has worked so far in France.
Behind the scenes lurks the Fairy
Godmother; the angel on energy’s shoulder
—nuclear fusion. At the exact time of writing
this chapter, the US is initiating an
experiment in California, using the focused

energy of several powerful lasers on a pellet of hydrogen to create temperatures equivalent to
those at the heart of the sun (a splendid example of nuclear fusion if ever there was one). If
nuclear fusion could be achieved on an ongoing, controllable basis, then it would provide
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limitless energy from a variety of easily available sources, and the thermal efficiency would
be off the scale. Furthermore, there is no radioactive waste and, best of all no pollution. So,
the world of energy could potentially change out of all recognition, rendering obsolete those
ancient relics of the Carboniferous period and all the dirt and pollution that go with them. On
the other hand, accepting nuclear fusion at this stage is an act of faith, and we need to be
working on all the options. If only we could get the price of gasoline up to $15 a gallon—
then some real progress could be made.

22Risk, Policy and Psychology.
We have noted several times that policy may be more influenced by what people think the
options and risks are, than by what they really are. This also includes the extent to which the
public trusts what it is told, and since the 1960s we have had less and less trust in public
institutions—and since 2007, probably none! If all the “experts” tell you that the Titanic is
“unsinkable” and then, by George, it sinks on its first voyage because of human stupidity—I
think “How come they didn’t factor in that aberrant behavior on the part of the captain?” Or,
“that’s how much they knew!” This is important because, since Malthus, we have had these
messages of impending and avoidable doom23 for two-hundred years or more—and here we
all are.
When we look at the “nuclear option,” we see the public perception of risk coming through
very strongly, and not without reason. In both the Three Mile Island case, when the
Regulatory Commission came across as worthless, and Chernobyl where the scientists came
across as reckless and borderline certifiable, the public had good reason to base its view of

23

At least in the global climate change debate, James Lovelock (of Gaia fame) has said it is too late to do
anything—so we actually are justified in having one hell of a party. But, not everyone believes that.
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risk—not on scientific statements, but on the lingering suspicion about what happens if the
lunatics are secretly running the asylum? So, it is not easy to go back to the public now and
reassure them how terribly safe everything is because they have heard it before. Maybe
Captain Smith was saying that as the Titanic settled for its plunge to eternity with passengers
for whom no boats had been provided. Most reassuring are solid cases where a safe record
has been maintained over numerous institutions for a long period of time. This is why the
French do not share in the general environmentalist horror at the very word “nuclear.” There
is no such thing as a “risk-free” environment, though the United States sometimes seems
paranoid about creating one at any cost. We need to have answers to the “human element”
questions of the “what if?” variety:
•

What if some total fruitcake with a large gun were able to penetrate this building,
what is the worst he/she could do?

•

What is the worst-case scenario of a terrorist attack on this establishment, and what is
the maximum damage they could inflict?

•

In time of war, how vulnerable would this technology be to known modes of
weaponry, and what could be the possible consequences.

•

What are the “unknowns” in the potential situations of risk and damage?

•

Why is this technology demonstrably better than all alternatives?

And so on.
People view the nature of risk very subjectively—we know that, and they demonstrate it all
the time. For instance, the perception of risk in flying is immeasurably higher in the
perception of most people, than is the risk of an afternoon drive on Sunday. This is, of course,
total nonsense:
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 Total Air Fatalities USA 2006 = 746
 Total Road Fatalities USA 2006 = 43,200
Maybe it has to do with the idea that in the car, you are in control, and you know what a
sterling fellow you are. This is akin to all teenagers believing they are totally invulnerable
and immortal. Of course combine “teenager” and “car” and you have risk ringing bells
everywhere—except, of course, in the heads of those individuals. In a plane, you are at the
mercy of someone else, who could die, go mad or develop a desire to kill you and everyone
else for no good reason. The question now is, how do you feel about nuclear fusion
harnessing a temperature of 100,000,000°C at its core?
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4.Pollution
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23What is pollution, and why worry now?
“Pollution” is another good example of a word that exists because we do. There is no “natural
pollution,” except for the occasional volcano which disrupts the order of things, but Nature
can soon sort that out, and has eternity to do it. So, what is this pollution? Essentially it is
some degradation, or downgrading, of our life-support system making it less efficient or
effective that it was before, and quite possibly, making it hazardous to our health. The simile
that is often used, and is very appropriate, is fouling one’s nest. So, pollution is essentially
something that we cause, and we define. And it is here because so are we.
How does it come about? There many possible reasons, and they include:
•

The introduction into the Natural Environment of substances that Nature has not so
far produced, and therefore has no mechanism to deal with. A good example of one of
these would be the whole hydrocarbon plastic world. These substances may not break
down and recycle because there is no extant medium that has evolved to do this. The
same is true of the many thousands of new chemical compounds that are invented
each year that also do not exist naturally. Nature has no cycle for recycling these
things. In the past, every aspect of human life was natural and degradable to a greater
or lesser extent. This changed very recently.

•

Then, pollution can occur because of the speed with which we introduce into the
natural systems substances with which it may be very familiar. However, it has
evolved to digest and recycle these things are a certain speed, and now the system is
being asked to absorb unimaginable amounts of these natural substances, like nitrogen
from agriculture which may result in “dead zones” where it sponsors growth of, for
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instance, algae, that draw all the oxygen out of the water leaving the creatures in that
water faced with death. This process is called eutrophication. The largest such
example is the 200-mile dead zone around the mouth of the Mississippi in the Gulf of
Mexico.
•

Pollution can, and often does occur, as the unwanted side-effect of the creation and
maintenance of wealth. In making the vast amount of

The Earth is a machine
for purifying itself and
stages, from reducing metals to molding plastics. Then
maintaining a balance
which it does through
we use a lot of energy to use those things such as
a series of natural
washing machines and cars, and that energy comes from, cycles, extracting
impurities, restoring
quite probably, a coal-burning utility. Then the water
natural resources, and,
from the washing machine, and the effluent from the car thus, maintaining
balance.
“stuff” we consume, we often use combustion at many

have to go somewhere.

In the past almost all pollution was readily recyclable, being organic, but nonetheless,
potentially very dangerous since it had the capacity to harbor deadly diseases that spread
through water.24 It was the failure to separate waste from water that brought these deadly
visitations back to wherever people depended on a common water supply. It was, in fact, the
smell of organic waste that finally decided Louis XIV to move from Paris to Versailles. As
towns began to grow, the potential for the concentration of organic waste and the common
water supply provided ideal conditions for epidemics.
In more recent, industrial and agrarian revolution times, the pattern has changed, and everincreasing concentrations of people into urban environments increases the risk of the spread
of disease. The characteristics of “modern” pollution are:
24

Though many people believed they spread through the air by means unknown. Hence the name malaria
comes from the Italian for “bad air.” In fact, proximity to standing water—the breeding place of mosquitoes—
is the problem and has nothing to do with the air.
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•

It is no longer as likely to be localized, but as with climate change and air pollution,
can travel over vast distances to work its destruction—indeed the pollution of the
atmosphere is now a global concern.

•

Our capacity to pollute has risen exponentially from that of, even, our recent
ancestors. This is because of science, technology, the rise of the machine and the
insatiable hunger to consume.

•

While we have gotten organic pollution under control in most of the developed world,
we have, at the same time, developed many “non-natural” and toxic substances—
frequently as a by-product of doing something else. This has to be kept isolated from
humans because it may be harmful, or deadly. Specialized establishments are needed
to control its disposal, though the mistakes of earlier times may pop up to bite us, as
they did at Love Canal. There remains the problem of illicit dumping of these harmful
chemicals, even as far away as the Niger Delta of Africa, to avoid paying the fees for
proper treatment.

In terms of policy, and the public’s involvement in “cleaning up” pollution, we have passed
the “easy part,” which was where concerned citizens could point the finger at the offending
smokestack or outfall with a look of shock and horror. Now, in terms of pollution the finger
has to turn through 180° at the person whose hand it is attached to. It is the contemporary
life-style, well, of the rich nations anyway, that lies at the root of the modern problems of
pollution. For instance, we had our last big finger-pointing moment of victory when the antipollutionists hunted down the smokers and prevented them from polluting even themselves.
However, the basis of modern, global pollution is nothing to do with smoking, and everything
to do with driving, air-conditioning and central heating; to say nothing of the enormous
amount of un-necessary “stuff” we absolutely must have. We are the enemy. As such, we
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retreat immediately into a well-tried line of defense, such as what difference can I make? If I
give up my car it will make no difference. Of course, as long as you believe you are the only
person in the world thinking like that, you have a self-fulfilling prophecy because you will
not give up your car, and neither—for the same reasons—will anyone else. “You see, I was
right all along.”

24I can’t breathe. Air Pollution.
Air is one of those “free goods” you take for granted right up to the point where you cannot
breathe. Then you put a value on clean air to substitute
for the grimy pollution you are forced to breathe. It
may well be that you are willing to pay for that relief—
maybe by moving somewhere else, or by buying air
filters, or doing something else that separates you from
your money. So, you have put a value on this free good,

Oxygen concentrations fall as
altitude increases, so the body
has to breathe more to boost the
amount of oxygen being carried
by hemoglobin in red blood cells.
People unused to the thin air can
find themselves short of breath, a
condition called hypoxia which,
in extreme cases, can cause
potentially fatal altitude sickness.

or rather on the scarcity of the desired quality. Once
you have to pay for something, you sit up and notice.
Of course, if you cannot pay, like the poor of Dickens’
London, you go on choking and put up with it.
Recently, when the countries of Eastern Europe came
out of the indifference of Socialism, they often had
incredibly polluting industrial cities, where the average

People indigenous to high
altitudes - some 3.5 km and
higher - have adapted to the
lower concentrations of oxygen
in different ways. Natives of the
Andes mountain range in South
America have a higher
concentration of hemoglobin in
blood, to allow more oxygen to
be taken up and carried compensating for the lower
amount of oxygen in the air.

conditions were worse than five times that of Los
Angeles during a smog alert. Yet, when moves were made to shut down the worst of these
and clean up the place, the workers objected because their livelihood was more important
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than their health and life expectancy. A little bit of nineteenth century Dickens in twentieth
century Poland.
The air we breathe does have some variations of its own, mainly the changes in oxygen
content with altitude, but in general we adapt to that over evolutionary time, though it may
cause us a few problems if we move from Louisiana to La Paz (12,000’) too quickly (which
gives the Bolivian soccer team a permanent advantage for home games). So, there is an
element of quantity and quality in the air we breathe—the lower the oxygen content, the less
we are able to function “normally” unless we have time to evolve by developing different
blood qualities and larger chest cavities. Air pollution is basically a degradation of the quality
of the air in terms, not so much of diminishing the oxygen content as of:
 Filling the air with particulate matter causing smog or industrial-strength fog.
 Changing the chemical composition of the air by adding, for instance

chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), CO2 or H2S that go on to do damage by altering the
retention of heat, forming mildly acid precipitation, or eating away at the Ozone
Layer.
 Inducing bronchial and other ailments in susceptible groups in the population.
 Pouring out localized concentrations of lethal and toxic gases such as happened as a

result of the explosion of volcanic Mt. Pelée in Martinique, or vast amounts of ash
disgorged by Mount St. Helens that modified the climate for some time.25 Though we
normally associate these effusions with natural disasters, man-made lethal airpollution is a very real possibility whether we consider the toxic smogs of pre-1952
London, or the 1984 tragedy when deadly methyl isocyanate escaped from a Union
25

The sole survivor of this cataclysm on May 8, 1902 that totally destroyed the town of St. Pierre, was,
ironically, the sole inmate of the local jail, whose subterranean incarceration protected him from the blistering
heat of the gas.
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Carbide plant in Bhopal, India, leading to the eventual deaths of over 15,000 people.
Perhaps most clearly implanted in most peoples’ minds when the term “air pollution”
is mentioned, is Chernobyl, as a result of which thousands of square miles of land
were rendered toxic by the escape of radioactive gases following an explosion (nonnuclear) at the plant.
So, air pollution has been around for a long time; even the Romans complained about it.
However, what has changed is our capacity to put previously unknown substances into the
air, or large and unmanageable amounts of known substances, into the air and overwhelm the
capacity of that air to remain efficient as part of our life-support system. Indeed, it can closedown our life-support system completely in some areas for a lesser (Bhopal) or greater
(Chernobyl) amount of time.
To tackle air pollution, we have to recognize that air is able to be polluted in several different
ways—as follows:
•

First, air can carry substances along in suspension, which is to say it moves the
pollutant around without actually interacting with it in any serious way. The best
example of this is wind (or Aeolian) erosion where soil particles are lifted (sometimes
as high as the Jet Stream) and blown over thousands of miles. This is a major form of
soil-erosion in semi-arid areas. We saw it in the 1930s in the USA, when the “plow
that broke the Plains” turned out to be totally inappropriate, cutting too deeply and
turning the soil over so that the moisture was lost to the desiccating winds. This
turned the Great Plains into the Dustbowl. Today we see the same thing as winds
carry dust out into the Atlantic from West Africa as far as the Caribbean.26

26

Even though this dust appears on satellite images as coming from the Sahara and having the color of sand, it
is soil—not sand, because sand is generally too heavy to be lifted far by the wind. What we are seeing is
valuable topsoil that takes centuries to form, and one afternoon to lose.
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•

Secondly, air carries substances in solution, which almost always refers to a gas. Take
the case of SO2 or sulfur dioxide. This is a by-product, often, of burning coal, and
when it gets into the atmosphere it can interact with H2O to produce H2SO4 which is
sulfuric acid (diluted). This is the basis of the so-called “acid precipitation” that can
be so destructive of vegetation wherever this acid mist, rain or snow arrives.

•

Thirdly, air can carry, often over long distances, organisms that are inimical to human
well-being. At a fairly local and intimate level, the best-known of these through
history was tuberculosis, or consumption, as the Victorians called it, from which
operatic sopranos frequently seemed to suffer on stage, though despite it attacking the
respiratory system, those divas always managed their high Cs before falling into a
swoon.

But, there have been moments of success in cleaning the air we breathe, and we should look
at those and find out why they succeeded, whereas the debate over global climatic
atmospheric compositional change is still so contentious—even though it could be
catastrophic. Some successes include:
•

If we look back at the Roman Empire, it is hard not to notice that so many emperors
who started out well, end up as demented. The best-known of these was, of course,
Caligula who married his sister, and made his horse
a senator. One explanation for this was the fact that
the imperial palace on the Capitoline Hill in Rome
was delivered its water through lead pipes, whereas
the rest of Rome got it through terracotta pipes,
often leading to fountains. The problem is that while lead is much less likely to break,
leak or allow foreign elements into the water, it is dissolved by the water, ingested
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into the human body, and once it is in it is almost impossible to remove. Over time it
has a seriously degenerative effect on the brain, inhibiting synapses, and producing
disorientation, motor-skill problems and, well, madness. This, of course, has nothing
to do with air pollution, but lead is one of the success stories because, although we
gave up on lead pipes long ago, lead in gasoline, can be delivered to the brain just as
effectively through the tailpipe of a car. In the 1980s, leaded gasoline was effectively
removed from the market in the USA, and vulnerable pedestrians were removed from
the daily exposure to this heavy metal.
•

Another success was dealing with the “Ozone Hole” that was seen to be diminishing
especially over the southern polar and sub-polar parts of the globe. This high-altitude
ozone is generally beneficial because it filters out the ultra-violet end of solar light
entering our atmosphere. We have evolved in
this situation and, therefore, if the filtering
effect is reduced, our bodies are not ready to
deal with the increased radiation to which they

Ryan’s Rules for Easy Policy.
There must be wide
acceptance of the benefits
of the policy.

will be exposed, and the risk of skin cancer
rises, as well as blindness. It was hypothesized that the “inert” gas of the
chlorofluorocarbon group was interacting with high-level ozone and breaking it down.
These CFCs had been escaping into the atmosphere from refrigeration units and air
conditioners for years, but were thought to be harmless (which most “inert” things
are). After a world meeting in the mid-1980s it was agreed, via the Montreal
Protocol, to phase out the CFCs. Subsequently, the process was accelerated, and now
we see the impact on the upper-level ozone recovery. But why did this succeed when
the Kyoto Protocol on Carbon Dioxide did not, and has not? First, there was an
immediately available (from DuPont Chemicals) substitute for CFCs, so there was
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unlikely to be industrial resistance. Nobody really stood to lose from this switch over,
and concessions were made to this effect. However, with increasing carbon dioxide—
this is a consequence of any form of combustion (including you breathing), and is
totally tied-up with the energy-greedy nature of modern “developed” societies. If you
want to reduce carbon dioxide, you have to make some real changes, sacrifices, lifestyle and social value modifications, at which we are, sadly, rather miserably poor.
In the past, our ancestors mostly dealt with air pollution, much of which was organic (bad
smells!) in simple ways:
 They went upwind of the source of the pollution so that the air they breathed had not

yet been polluted. In west-wind areas, the “west-end” of the town would be the
fashionable end for this reason.
 They went “vertically above” the source of the pollution where lively breezes kept the

air moving and kept the embarrassment of the rest of the city lower down. Nob Hill in
San Francisco was a perfect example of this at work, as the urban pollution was
rapidly dissipated before it could ever reach the gentility of those uplands.
So, in short, the history of air-pollution has been the move from organic decomposition,
which became a serious problem with the growth of the towns, to the rise of combustion as
part of the agricultural/industrial/transport revolution. It has moved from being a consequence
of our simply being alive, to a consequence of our life style.

25So, what are you going to do about it?
The big problem with air pollution is that it just won’t stay in one place. The source may be
here; the effect may be there—and that “there” could be on the other side of an international
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border. So, it is well-nigh impossible to prove, in any legal sense, cause and effect,
responsibility or blame. It is a nightmare to say that the damage in this group of trees was
caused 47 per cent by that utility station over there (300 miles away).
So, the way to deal with this is not through the Law of Torts, but through controlling
emissions at source. The blame game will not do it for you. So you set some overall airquality standards, and you divide up how much of each of the measurable designated
pollutants you will permit in the area, and from there you can allocate the individual
quantities that each producer can emit. These will be monitored, and bad things will happen if
the emitter willfully disregards these rules. This is the “polluter pays” principle. A simple, but
very effective idea. Plus, if you are allowed to produce x amount of a particular substance,
and you clean-up to the point where you can produce x – y, then you can sell the “y”
component to someone who is not quite as clean as efficient as you. This is known as the
“tradable permit” system. Chambers of Commerce like it because it allows new industry into
an area that might have been at its pollution ceiling; firms like it because they may be able to
sell “y” for more than the marginal cost of saving that amount. In the past governments
tended to rely more on the command and control mechanism, setting out your limits, policing
them, and causing bad things to happen to you if you shamelessly broke the rules.
So, in terms of good, “old-fashioned” air pollution, which featured, organic decomposition,
belching chimneys, soot, dirt and grime, the clean-up has been remarkable. At a more
intimate level, 75 per cent of the American population no longer smoke, whereas just a
generation ago 75 per cent of them did, and doctors endorsed tobacco products. Today, the
problem is the changing of the chemical composition, or the ratios of the chemical
composition, of our atmosphere and the potentially catastrophic effects that could have. But,
as we observed, the only way to fix that is not by reliance on a technological fix (though
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nuclear fusion would be nice), but through re-evaluating our energy sources, our energy use
and, in short, our life style.

26 Don’t drink the water.
We really should be more aware of water, because it covers 71

per

cent of the place we live on. Of course air covers 100
per cent, but you cannot really see that. But, like air,
we only really notice water when something goes
wrong with it because, again, like air, we need it in
the right quantity and quality. We are running short
in terms of the former because we need water we can
use, and the vast majority of it we cannot use in

The Many Uses of Water from
our Point-of-View

agriculture (the biggest user) or in human consumption
or industrial processes, which more or less makes up
the rest of our water needs.
In the box, I have shown the enormous range of

It serves many, many
functions in our lives,
including:


Modifying the climate



90% of photosynthesis
occurs in water



Most organisms are 90%
water



It carries nutrients to
cells, helps build cells
and carries away waste



Helps dilute pollutants
and carry them away

functions water has from our own perspective. The
constant movement of water in rivers, the sea, clouds
and as rain gives us the hydrological cycle, which
replenishes our supply of clean water, since solids do
not evaporate27. This is the basis of life—take away the

water and nothing grows and so, there is no food. These are our deserts.

27

The hydrological cycle takes about 10 days to complete its job on average.
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Then, again much to our surprise in many cases, we find that nine-tenths of the process of
photosynthesis by which sunshine is transformed into useful substances, for instance, sugars,
takes place not on land, but in water. And then we need also to recall that around nine-tenths
of most organisms are composed of water and need this to be continually refreshed bringing,
for instance, nutrients to our component cells, helping to build and renew the cells, and
carrying away the inevitable waste that results from this process. For a long time, we drank
water from rivers upstream, then threw our rubbish into the same river downstream. (Of
course our “downstream” is someone else’s “upstream!”) In modern parlance, water is
excellent at multi-tasking. Its fundamental importance to life is demonstrated by the
excitement of the discovery of traces of water and water-erosion on Mars.
The Vital Statistics:
•

The amount of water on Earth is fixed at around 80 trillion gallons, or over 300
trillion liters.

•

But, of this enormous amount, in terms of quality and accessibility, the amount
readily available to us is only 0.003 per cent of that total amount and it is far from
evenly distributed.

•

Of all the water on Earth, about 97 per cent of it is salt water contained in the oceans
and seas. It can be purified, but only through the application of enormous amounts of
energy as is done along the Arabian Gulf, where energy is abundant, and fresh water
is not.

•

Of the remaining 3 per cent, much of that is tied up in ice, as in Greenland where it
reaches depths of 8 kilometers, or it is in groundwater that may, or may not, be
accessible.
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So, out of that impressive 80 trillion gallons, we are left with less than 1 per cent in an
accessible form. So, where does it all go? In fact, around the world, by far the biggest user of
water is agriculture, and we are not talking about rain here—this is in terms of water
delivered to agriculture by farmers. Globally, this is where 75 per cent or so ends up, though
it gets back into the system in some form through seepage back into rivers, but by then the
quality of the water may have been radically changed by soil erosion and chemical solution
(dissolved fertilizer and pesticide, for instance). But, the figure that really should catch our
attention, given that farming has yielded to urban pursuits, and in 2008 the world became a
predominantly urban place, the use of water in agriculture has rise by 400 per cent since
1940. That is because the number of people has almost doubled since then, and even though
the proportion of urban to rural has switched, the absolute number of people pressing a living
out of the land has grown.
There has been an explosion of irrigation, often using groundwater, that has expanded and
intensified cultivation, but left the land poisoned by salt, whether in Pakistan or California.
What is given is taken away,
by water pollution and

In the USA:

mismanagement.

41 % is for agriculture
38% is for cooling power

So where’s the Problem?
There are many problems if we
are addressing the question of

plants
11% is for industry
10% is for domestic
consumption.

water pollution. If we look
around the world we may list
the following as causing water-quality problems:
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•

The run-off from fields of
topsoil and chemicals from
agriculture clogs and poisons
the rivers and lakes. The soil
flowing down the Mississippi
is estimated to be in the
region of 60m tons annually.
In the Himalayas, the water
pouring down from highland
agriculture in zones of overpopulation and deforestation sweeps into the plains of the
Indus and the Ganges, where it quickly loses velocity and drops its load, raising the
beds of those rivers and causing extensive flooding. Since millions of people, in
Bangladesh for instance, live below 2 meters, the consequences of these floods are
catastrophic and frequent. Islands are forming at the top end of the Bay of Bengal out
of this precious top soil polluting the mighty rivers of the sub continent. In the Gulf of
Mexico, spreading outward from the mouth of the Mississippi River, is a “dead zone”
where the effects of agro-chemicals has stripped hundreds of square miles of water of
useful life, or all life in some cases.

•

Strangely, we purify our water to very high levels and then use it to wash cars, water
lawns or flush toilets. How much sense does this make?

•

In the USA, consumption stands at around 90 gallons (350+ liters) per person/day,
which is three times the world average, and twenty times the average in lessdeveloped countries. Part of this is due to ease of accessibility—your view might
change if you had to walk five miles for it with a bucket, as well as the charging
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system which does not really restrict or inhibit waste in developed countries. Farmers
notoriously wasted water in the drier areas of California because it carried such a
heavy subsidy from the government. That, mercifully, got changed.
Do we have enough?
The answer to that depends on where you are, and it is not entirely related to the climate.
Mexico City, for instance, shut down its water supply for several days in April 2009, because
of the very low level of the reservoirs, and also because fifty percent of the water entering the
pipes was lost through seepage. We can only hope that the seepage was one way! What are
your options where water pollution is concerned?
•

Types of Water Pollution

We have, in the developed world, a pretty good
control over the risk of organic pollution—the killer
of old and mass killer of the age of early urban
growth. However, the question arises, since several
thousand new chemical compounds are invented
every year, and many of them are soluble, or at least
can be carried into the water supply, how do we
keep up with the need to screen for these things?
Nearly all developed countries screen for these new
elements, and work to a 99.9 per cent effectiveness.

•

In poorer countries, the problem of pollution nearly always runs second to the simple
question of availability and access to water. Since almost all of the world’s population
growth is in the poorer countries, this problem is likely to remain #1 and conflict over
water supplies is likely to increase.
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•

In the rich countries the issue is not so much about where to find enough water, but to
stop wasting it, especially as it comes in only one quality—pure. In fact we spend
most of our energies polluting clean water! But, do not look for any policy in this area
until supplies run short on long-term basis, prices rise and it stops being, for many
households, essentially a free good. Virtually no-one can tell you what their water bill
is. We have the legislation and national standards, and in the USA have had these
nationally for almost forty years. The water problem is pollution in reverse.

27Trashing the Environment.
You may remember that we mentioned that pollution is one of those
anthropocentric words—we define it by how it affects us. Even if it
kills fish, for instance, we do not stay up nights worrying about the
fish per se, unless, of course, you are a fisherman. They, and birdwatchers have been in the vanguard of the environmental movement.
But the fish and the birds have an importance to them. If you poison the oceans and there are
no more plaice or cod, then the British Fish and Chip industry is in trouble; the fish are
central to this, but the key factor is the desire of the Brits to cover them with salt and vinegar
and eat them.
So it is with waste and trash. Just as we said there are no weeds in nature, only in our fields
and gardens, and most of all, lawns of course. Trash is defined by us on the simple basis of its
utility to us at a given moment, which can change very fast, such as when you finish you
coffee in the disposable cup. The cup has not changed at all, and is still more than able to do
the job for which it was intended. We make this trash, but it is another of those “unintended
consequences” of being rich and greedy, which is something we love most (well most of us, it
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seems). Again, the history of trash—the unwanted residue of life—has changed over the
centuries, and most particularly over the last one.
Archeologists like digging around in the midden heaps, or the trash dumps of ancient cities.
But, unless you get off on bits of broken pottery, this is probably not for you. The fact is that
for most of history, our ancestors had nothing durable to waste. Nearly all their waste was
organic, and a good part of that could be fed to animals, or even in the case of human organic
waste, collected at night and put on the gardens around ancient Chinese cities and towns.
Nature took care of recycling organic waste, though it could be dangerous if it had too
intimate a contact with the drinking-water supply. However, none of that remains because it
was all recycled generations ago. That is why archeologists get excited by the few bits and
pieces that are either non-organic (clay) or durable organic (bones) that they keep hauling out
of the ground.
Even in the early part of the twentieth century there was little other than organic waste, and
that was separated, isolated and treated (to a greater or lesser extent). People had their milk
delivered in bottles later placed out and left on the step for next day; they collected beer in
their own receptacles, they bought fresh food without wrapping—that they carried home in
their own organic bag, there was almost nothing that was considered to be disposable unless
it had absolutely and unquestionably reached the end of its useful life. Used furniture was
bought by poorer people who used it and sold it to even poorer people, who may end up
giving it to the workhouse. If there is a scrap of utility left—present or future—we will
squeeze it out of it. There were also, in all towns large and small, “rag and bone” who trolled
the streets urging people to bring out the residue of their lives; there were people who
repaired things and prolonged their utility—they are still to be found in Eastern Europe
(remont) and the developing world. In the developed world it is hard to get anything repaired
and it becomes “disposable” for want of some small piece or extinct skill, because (those
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economists again) it is cheaper to replace it than to fix it (plus I was bored with it by now).
Thus, we create trash.
Some Milestones up the Mountain of Trash
1810

We produce the first can. Not until 1855 did we produce the first can opener!

Now we make 800,000,000,000 of them a year
1879

Frank W. Woolworth pioneers the idea of putting the goods in front of the

seller, between the seller and the buyer. This requires goods to be packaged because
of handling—though not on the scale that is “normal” today.
1885

New York starts to incinerate its trash because it is healthier than throwing it

in the river or a hole in the ground. Thus trash becomes air pollution and most of the
incinerators were closed down by the Clean Air Act.
1895

The first disposable razor blade is patented by King Gillette

1896

New York decides to cope with the growing mountains of trash (construction

waster, newspaper etc) by putting it on barges, towing it out to sea, and dumping it
there (Out of sight, out of mind principle). Later, the same city loaded trash onto
barges, though they were no longer allowed to dump it, and sailed around the world
looking for places to offload it.
1912

A new form of clear wrapping is developed called cellophane, made from

wood, but the harbinger of the hydrocarbon plastics of the 1960s and beyond—
wonderfully indestructible, and light enough to cover any fence, tree and sidewalk
forever.
1935

The first can of beer is produced.
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1944

DOW Chemicals invents Styrofoam with CFCs—double duty pollution

1958

The BIC company in France invents the disposable (ballpoint) pen.

1961

The disposable diaper is invented by Procter and Gamble

1971

Disposable razor sales in US reach 2 billion, disposable lighters appear

And so on…
Disposable, “throw-away” these were terms that really gained ground in the 1960s. But, it
would be instructive at this point to pause and see what exactly it is that we are throwing
away in our, rather picturesquely called, waste stream:
If we look first at the domestic picture, what are we producing as “waste” in our homes, we
get the sort of picture shown here for Australia. Paper and cardboard still predominate from
packaging, newspapers, junk mail (40 per
cent of all mail is never opened) and so
forth. Almost a quarter is food waste,
which comes at the end of a long energy
chain that put it in your fridge to waste
away. Plastic is not as big a component as
most people think, but it does have great
longevity and is light and easily blown around. “Other” includes old sneakers, and containers
from household products such as hair spray etc.
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If we move now to the national, rather than the domestic picture, a different pattern emerges.
Why do we produce so much waste? The box below provides some answers. But, nationally,
what does the composition of our “waste stream” look like?
First it is normal to divide our “municipal solid-waste stream” into the following
management-related types:
•

Biodegradable waste: food and kitchen waste, green waste, paper (can also be
recycled).

•

Recyclable material: paper, glass,
bottles, cans, metals, certain plastics,

1.

Because it is so cheap to
get rid of it. No incentive to
do anything else with it

2.

Because it is often
troublesome and inconvenient
to make alternative
provisions—or the facilities
are not there to recycle

3.

Because we put “no tax”
on virgin resources—it is
often cheaper to use new
resources than to re-use them

5.

Because trash goes “out
of sight, out of mind.” Why
worry? Be happy

6.

“Disposable”,
“Convenient” are big selling
words in today’s life style.

etc.
•

Inert waste: construction and demolition
waste, dirt, rocks, debris.

•

Composite wastes: waste clothing, Tetra
Paks, waste plastics such as toys.

•

Domestic hazardous waste (also called
"household hazardous waste") & toxic
waste: medication, e-waste, paints,
chemicals, light bulbs, fluorescent tubes,
spray cans, fertilizer and pesticide
containers, batteries, shoe polish.
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If we look at the actual composition in the USA, typically it looks as follows, though there
may be regional variations. This diagram, also illustrates how much of some categories is
recycled. It is a sad and
miserable picture. Paper
predominates, which is normal
for a developed country—just
like meat eating. But both yard
waste and food are, by
definition, organic, and yet
while 40 per cent of yard
waste is recycled, the figure
for food is 0.65 per cent. We
are still a waste-oriented
society. What is not clear from this diagram of the total solid waste stream is the enormous
role played by the construction industry. It is estimated that, taking sheetrock alone, each
house built generates 1.3 tons of
waste! This proportion of the
waste stream took off like a
rocket during the housing bubble
of 2002-2007 when, not only did
the number of housing starts go
from 1.4 million in 1996 to 2.2
million in the last year of
insanity in 2006, but people were buying ever-bigger homes to accommodate their
disappearing dependents, both older and younger. Thus, construction waste exploded into
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municipal landfills all over the developed world. In fact, if we look at that flow of solid
waste, what is concealed in there is that 25 per cent or more of the flow is construction
materials.
There are, as everyone knows from the familiar mantra, three things you can do about this
garbage/waste problem—which are to reduce, recycle and re-use, and the big question is
“what do you have to do to make people think and act this way?” Well, some of them already
do, and a lot depends on what we teach children to respect. But, what sort of policy action
does this need? There are several possibilities open to the “authorities” though not much
happens at a political level without some active jockeying from the constituents. Here are
some of the possibilities:
 It can become significantly more expensive to waste resources and render them as

trash rather than recycling them. Many places now have a system where you have to
pay for trash collection (often twice through rates/property tax and user fees!) while
anything put out for recycling (as long as it is eligible) is taken away free. Thus, there
is a cost for not recycling where it is possible and where such a service is provided—
and it often is not.
 The government can stimulate the process by procurement, such as, for instance,
insisting on recycled paper for all its own uses. This will boost the market and lower
the price of the product, making it more competitive with virgin goods. A policy like
this by the federal government of the US is going to translate into a huge market
share. Similarly, recycled construction waste and recycled tires for road finishing are
other options where the scale factor is important.
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 Government can subsidize activities, though this is always tricky because once such a
practice is instituted, people expect it and it is hard to get rid of. However, it is a way
to get things started.
 Government can promote “campaigns,” as it did very successfully for the recycling of

almost everything during wartime. It is part of responsible citizenship, and as
mentioned, materials and assistance can be offered for raising the awareness and
social responsibility of the very young, who are often powerful inquisitors when it
comes to their parents’ lassitude or indifference. Furthermore, there must be some
way to build in a sense of evaluating whether you want to grow up wantonly greedy
and wasteful, rather than just following your parents and peers—who may well be lost
causes. We are in a society which, for the first time in history, throws away things
that still function in the purpose for which they were intended—but they have become
unfashionable, out-of-date, etc. My father had his watch and his pen, and he still had
them when he died. Go count how many pens and watches you have, and never ask
me that question; the shame would be too much.
 Government could institute a virgin materials tax on something that is being used for

the first time when there is a recycled equivalent available. Often recycled products
are more expensive than using virgin materials and this should not be.

And what of that “hidden hand” of the well-functioning market? First of all, if it is cheap and
easy to throw everything into a hole in the ground, that is what most people are going to do.
There will be a small hard-core of “responsible citizens” but there is no real incentive to be
“responsible.” On the other hand, when sites for landfills start to become scarce, then it is
going to be more expensive to acquire them, and while many citizens don’t care much
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whether they recycle or not, they do have a decided opinion about whether the new landfill
should be in their backyard. The problem threatens to come home to roost, and the world
looks, very suddenly, like a rather different place. New York has tried sending its garbage to
West Africa, or almost anywhere, but that did not work. They truck it to places like Indiana
for something like $500 per ton, and sooner or later it just has to be rational to think of real
alternatives. Let history look back in informed amusement at a society that happily threw
away 30 per cent of its food, huge quantities of timber and yard waste. “Were people really
that stupid?” they may ask, while grandfather hides himself deeper in his recycled newspaper.
We are up against three forces that induce bad habits—never mind the ones we already have.
These are advertising constantly reinforcing the refreshing value of new and improved
whether or not you are perfectly satisfied with the functioning item you have. In parts of Asia
teenage girls change their
mobile phone up to four
times a year. Then there is
fashion which ensures that
we will never be satisfied,
whatever we have. We
race to be in the latest
fashion so that 20 years
later we can look back at the photos and say “I can’t believe I really wore that.” The last nail
in the coffin is, oddly enough, patriotism. In a country that has an economy that is almost 75
per cent based on consumer purchases, it is essential to keep people dissatisfied, eager to
reward themselves amidst increasingly empty lives, and what is more, this—as we were told
right after 9/11—is our patriotic duty as the country would fall apart without our suffocating
indulgence. Shop and be free.
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Perhaps what we need to be thinking about, but this is just my view, is a general
simplification, a victory for the “Stuff Liberation Front.” You don’t need it, and as someone
once observed: “You start off wanting to own things; you end up they own you.” As Shirley
McClain sings in one of her movies: “There has to be something better than this.”
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5: Everyone’s and
no-one’s: Common
Property problems
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28Individual Rationality adds up to Collective Madness.
It is worth taking a short part of this book to deal with this area of common property because
globalization is making it more and more imperative so to do. First of all, what is common
property? It is made up of those things that no individual person, legal entity or country can,
or does, claim to “own.” The High Seas, Space, the Continent of Antarctica,28 or air. In the
past there was the Commons or that part of a village that belonged to no-one specifically but
to the whole community. In a splendid pioneering book, Garret Harding evolved an
hypothesis he called the Tragedy of the Commons. In this stock raisers put their animals on
the commons. Since this part of the village belongs to no-one, there are no restrictions on
how many animals you may bring on there. Naturally, it is in the individual’s best interest to
raise as many animals as he or she can for individual profit. The animals are private, the
grazing is not.
After a certain point, the number of animals will exceed the carrying capacity of the
commons, and the animals will be extracting more energy from the system than it is able to
maintain or restore. The individual is still not under any real pressure to reduce his numbers
because, if he does, then he has no assurance that his village-mates will do the same. They
may even replace his animals with animals of their own. And so, without a collective
management system each person feels fully justified in pursuing their own ruinous course. In
the end the numbers will be corrected by Nature in some way or another, but in the meantime
the commons has been degraded and the local people will keep the pressure on.

28

This is rather questionable because although Antarctica is governed by a special International Treaty and
theoretically belongs to nobody, there are various “national bases” scattered across it, and lines divide it into
the British Antarctic Territories (which has its own flag), the Ross Dependency, Queen Maud’s Land and so
forth.
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It is the same way with the sea. The story of, for instance, the enormous British herring
industry along the east coast of Great Britain from
Aberdeen to East Anglia is one of almost total
destruction by bigger boats, radar and no collective
control over depleting the resource on which they
all lived. The end result—the industry died; the greed was eventually rewarded with
extinction. The astonishing graph below shows you the collapse of fishing on the
Newfoundland Banks—one of the legendary fishing areas that brought the French here.29
Given human nature, it seems inevitable that we follow the same course of action wherever
individual rationality is up against collective madness in the absence of well-defined
ownership and control. For this reason, the seemingly everlastingly drawn-out discussions
over the Law of the Sea
placed Exclusive Economic
Zones of some 200 miles out
into the sea around maritime
signatories to this “law.”
Many of these countries that
were home to the very
lucrative tuna industry were
themselves the size of a
suburb of Indianapolis, and there was no possible way they could police these territorial
extensions on the budget they had. When they did, as in the case of the Solomon Islands that
captured a US boat fishing in this EEZ, the US maintained that they did not recognize the
limits and threatened sanctions against the Solomon Islands if they did not cease and desist. It
29

In 1992, Canada did ban fishing, but it seems rather late in the day to be doing that. The peak reflects new
technology of fishing and locating fish that put the cod out of business.
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is one thing to have a law (though in international affairs there are no real laws as there are in
sovereign territories); and something totally different to enforce compliance, and this is one
of the main things that bedevils Common Property issues.
In the West, the common property within the sovereign states was largely eliminated through
the process called Enclosure, which came under the guise of land improvement in the
eighteenth century. One of the best-known of these abolitions of collective ownership was the
enclosure of the Scottish Highlands. This occurred after the defeat of the Scots in 1745 when
the Scottish clans were broken, and under the guise of improvement the land was carved up
into private holdings (not intended for the displaced Scots who did not “have the capital or
experience to develop it.”) The Scottish Highland’s loss was the gain of the American
colonies where they had the satisfaction of throwing the British out ignominiously in due
time. The concept was that if land was to be “improved,” then capital needed to be invested
in it, and that required the security of legal tenure. The question is—is individual freehold the
only way to do this?
Well, no, it isn’t. If you move west of the Rocky Mountains in the USA, then largest
landowner by far is the United States Federal Government, from whom farmers and ranchers
rent their land. Thus, the US government is in a position to impose rules, as the landlord, but
what those rules are, and whether they have anything to do with wise land management may
well have more to do with partisan politics of the moment than with the timeless rules of
ecology. Then there are all those “Wildernesses” held in trust for generations yet unborn, as
long as the management and access plans and prices suit the generation alive this week. But,
there really is an institution and instrument of collective management and it is elected.
Furthermore, it is wrong to assume that our neo-feudal goat herders really were like today’s
financial analyst—seeing only the bonus at the end of the year and caring nothing for anyone
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else in the village. Many societies did have collective organizations, even if informal, that
watched for their total interests. This was common among Arab herders, and Himalayan
villagers with respect to their common woodlands. Still, seeing
how little we have evolved in the context of greed versus the
collective good, and maximizing one’s own McMansion at the
expense of miles of good farmland, we must not get too far into
the noble savage mold.
If you stop and think for a moment about areas where you have
enormous cultivation terraces, such as in Yemen or Luzon in

Rules for Successful
Global Action on
Common Property
The “problem” has to be
uniformly recognized and
defined by all parties—i.e.
in the end we all lose¸
whoever gains in the short
term. By the time
environmental problems
become short term, you
have probably lost the
battle.

the Philippines, these may well have been individually held
(owned would not be an appropriate word) and they required
vast amounts of work for their construction and maintenance.
However, if the fellow several steps up takes to drink or
something, the collapse of his terrace will cascade water down
on to yours, and so forth. There was very much a sense of

There must be some
common appreciation of
the risk resulting from
inaction
There must be workable
and practical instruments
and institutions for tackling
the problem with a clear
set of rules

collective responsibility represented usually in the being of a
semi-divine ruler or the community (The Yemenis never went
in for divine rulers, but they have some of the most spectacular

There should be sanctions
for those breaking the rules
proportionate to the
transgression.

terraces anywhere—or they did before collective responsibility
broke down before the modernizing influences of our
enlightened times).
But, where does this leave us with the corruption of the global

There must be effective
monitoring of progress or
otherwise, and procedures
to change the approach to
take account of this.

atmosphere and the high seas? This is much more in keeping
with the tragedy of the commons, since there is no semblance of a higher structure, unless you
count the UN. In these two domains the tragedy is working itself out perfectly with individual
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or national greed and pre-occupation pushed hard up against the need to deal collectively
with enormous global environmental challenges. The problem is that this is still a world
where sovereignty ends at the state, and there are 200 of those that you need to agree to
anything in terms of global management. As the Kyoto Treaty showed, the need for collective
management of a collective problem still cannot supersede the narrow priorities of parochial
“national interests.” This will be our greatest challenge. We changed our form of sovereignty
after the Holy Roman Empire gave way to the “states” after the Treaty of Westphalia in 1648.
Can we do it again now that the paradigm has shifted once more, to globalism? Do we have
to wait for the crisis—it is already here.
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6. “Second
Generation”
problems: climate
change
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29What are “second-generation” problems?
Some years ago, Professor Linton Caldwell, a pioneer of environmental policy evolution in
the USA and a political scientist, pointed out that we were coming to the end of the “easy
part” of policy formation regarding the environment. By this he meant creating standards,
institutions, instruments (laws etc) and sanctions relating to the value that the voting public
placed on maintaining a healthy environment. What exactly a “healthy environment” is could,
and did, change over time as values and standards change over time.
But, his point was, the task had been conducted within a sovereign, national framework
where standards could be agreed, codified and enforced; where sanctions meant something
(or could mean something), where violators could be punished and held to account. This was
all provided for by the nature of sovereignty, for the citizen and the resident cannot claim to
be “outside the law” because nobody is outside the law. And so countries cleaned-up their
acts and institutions and instruments, standards and personnel abounded, and we have clearly
seen the benefit in terms of longevity, public health,
quality of life and so forth.
But then you look up to the horizon and you see
approaching a number of major, long-term
environmental problems and threats that simply put,
cannot be handled by two hundred countries acting
alone—however motivated or serious they are. The
problem is that, since that Treaty of Westphalia, we
don’t have any sovereignty above the level of those
two-hundred states; there is nothing remotely like a
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world government—whatever the conspiracy-theorists like to speculate. This means that you
do not have laws in the sense that you do nationally for the actors are not citizens and
individuals, or even legal entities—they are states and you cannot put them in jail. On the
other hand, you can, as the US frequently does, impose sanctions to bring errant states to
heel.30 Under pressure, individual states can walk away from sanctions, as the US did when it
lost the case over mining Nicaraguan ports heard at the International Court of Justice in The
Hague, which is part of the United Nations system. We have seen the continuing confusion
over the Kyoto Treaty on Carbon Dioxide, where several of the key players never signed-on,
and some of the biggest polluters—as long as they were “developing countries” were given
exemptions. We clearly have a long way to go in managing the global environment, and the
main question is whether we are using up the time needed for us to have any chance of doing
that. Climate change, for instance, cannot be effected immediately, like turning off a tap—the
chemicals in the atmosphere may take a generation to continue their destructive activities
before changes instituted now are effective.
In summary:
y The science clearly does not change with scale or with age, so the
“Rules of the Game” remain the same.
y What is the problem, is the mix of institutions and instruments we have
to make us follow these rules once we get outside the scale of the state.
y We have, for instance, no world government, and international law is
quite different from national, or sovereign, law.
y And, we have new actors—the Multinational companies, that are bigger
than countries, and whose law prevails over them?
y Then, we have rich countries and poor countries. 80% of all world trade
is among rich countries, and they are less than 10% of the world’s
population
30

The leadership of Cuba has been under sanctions since Eisenhower, but it was only last year that Fidel Castro
stepped down having survived Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, Ford, Carter, Reagan, Bush Sr., Clinton,
Bush Jr., and almost Obama—and some of those people were in office for two terms. So much for
international law.
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y

The key concept is Sovereignty and are we at the end of an era of
400 years?

To be balanced and fair, it should be pointed-out that environmental issues are not the only
second-generation problems—far from it. The list seems apocalyptic:
•

Global non-state terrorism with a demonstrated capacity to succeed where oldfashioned warfare could not, and where the structure of state action may well prove
inadequate to tackle people who recognize no rules whatsoever.

•

Global pandemics and the capacity for diseases to spread like wildfire. Take the case
of AIDS/HIV; basically unknown before 1982, and having its genesis in one of the
remotest places on earth—the Congo rain forest—it now claims over 40,000,000
infected persons who will surely die. There was the avian-related pandemic of SARS,
that in one week spread from south-east Asia and closed down Canada. Many
scientists were predicting 50,000,000 or more deaths from the anticipated “Bird Flu”
pandemic of 2006 (that, mercifully never materialized, but may be waiting in the
wings to have a worse effect than so-called Spanish Flu of 1919).

•

It would be inappropriate to forget global financial fraud which has “come of age” in
the first decade of the 21st century. It was pioneered by Nick Leeson, a minor trader in
Singapore who managed to bring down the august and ancient Baring Brothers Bank
in England. Since then he has been easily surpassed by similar low level functionaries
in the Societe Generale, and most British and American banks. What started as a
“sub-prime mortgage crisis” in the United States instantly mushroomed into global
financial chaos and ruin. How are we going to “manage” this globally? We are still
waiting for the answer on that one.
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•

Then there is the rise of the multinational corporation, frequently bigger, richer and
more resourceful than many of the states within which it operates. Wal-Mart recently
opened for the first time in Australia. A writer to an Australian newspaper said that
the headline should have read: “Australia opens first branch in Wal-Mart,” since the
latter is considerably bigger and richer than the former. But, since we spent the last
150 years regulating the relationship between labor and capital in many countries—
controling pollution, eliminating child labor, health and safety at work improvements,
and so forth, do we now have to start the whole process again as the corporation
moves beyond the reach of sovereign law, and plays off one country’s laws and
poverty against another’s? Huge financial transactions within these MNCs can be
considered “internal” even though they are crossing boundaries, and the sheer size of
these corporations makes them more than equal partners with the governments of
many developing countries.

It is worth mentioning, at this point, one area where the fractious effects of sovereignty have
been lessened by institutional innovation, and that is the European Union. Currently it
consists of 27 member states, and will probably grow, but essentially it is almost all of
Europe now. The interesting thing is that this Union contains some of the most bombastically
“nationalistic” states in the world who have demonstrated this in endless, ruinous wars. And
yet, for 60 years there has not been a single armed conflict among the states of the European
Union.31 Within this diverse group of Anglo-Saxons, Teutons, Slavs and Celts, among others,
there is also an acceptance of collective standards such as those pertaining to the
environment, and there is a monitoring, reporting and compliance structure to produce
uniform quality measures. These instruments and institutions exist above the level of the state

31

Though there has been armed conflict within some of the member states over the issue of secession, or
regions wanting national statehood, such as the Basques. But, in general, parts have moved peacefully toward
almost independent status like Scotland and Catalonia.
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even though the EU is not, by any sense, a state itself.32 However, this is far from being a
“global government” or any sort of model for the global challenge because it is almost
impossible to consider the 200 states of the world yielding
sovereignty to a world body (a WU?) until it is too late.
The world is divided culturally, economically,
ethnically and historically along lines much
sharper than those existing in Europe—though
some inkling of the challenge of WU is illustrated
in the endless prevarication over considering the
forty-year old stated desire of Turkey to join. But, the EU
is a model of innovation showing what can be done when the
will is there, and the alternative was a replay of war between France and Germany, which had
already happened three times between 1870 and 1939.

30So, what’s the problem about climate change?
To my mind there is no doubt whatsoever that the greatest “second-generation” challenge
facing the globe, and I do mean the whole globe, is the real possibility of serious global
atmospheric change (GAC). This has the capacity to produce changes in the climate—and I
will avoid the term global warming because it sounds totally too comfortable. These GACs
would manifest themselves in the climate, as far as we are concerned, not so much through
steady incremental change, but through extreme events. As we said, “everything is about
energy,” and what climate change is doing is building up heat in the atmosphere, and heat is
another word for one form of energy. That energy has to go somewhere—it used to go into

32

Even though it has many characteristics associated only with state sovereignty such as a parliament, binding
legislation, a common currency, common binding standards etc.
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space. So why isn’t it now. I am picking my words very carefully here and I should explain
that I am talking the language of risk analysis based on measured scientifically-observed
trends, not on “scientific proof of climate change, or more specifically, the causes of any such
change.” We are looking at what is happening, and what science, within the limits of
knowledge and evidence, can tell us about interpreting that. No scientist can stand up and
prove, in the scientific sense, climate change. Though he or she can stand up and say “it has
happened many, many times in the past—no question—and could well be happening now.
But if it is, to what extent, and why, I cannot prove.” This is very important. But, over a postconference whisky, ask that scientist what he or she thinks, and it will be a rara avis that says
it is not happening.
What is the basis of the problem? Contrary to what almost everyone thinks, the earth is not
heated by the sun’s rays passing through the atmosphere. That energy is short-wave and it has
almost no effect on atmospheric gases—though ozone does filter our part of that spectrum.
The only exception to this is if there is something in the atmosphere like dust, which soaks up
the energy, or clouds, which reflect it back into space. “But,” you think, “if I stand in the
sunshine I can feel myself warming up.” Yes, but that is because you are “solid” and can
absorb the energy from the sun. When the sun strikes the earth, or a rock, or the sea, or you,
the energy is absorbed. The object
warms up (hello sunburn), and this
heat is transmitted back into the
atmosphere, which is what actually
warms it up. The energy then rises,
diminishes and is, eventually, lost into
space. There is an equilibrium of
input and output, otherwise we would
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never have evolved here. The key element in maintaining that equilibrium is the presence of
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere—and carbon dioxide is only 0.03 per cent of the total
atmosphere—so you can see how small changes can be of BIG importance.
Since the Industrial, Agrarian and Transportation revolutions, and the developed world “life
style” have been built on stupendous amounts of combustion, and since combustion
inevitably produces carbon dioxide, it is logical to look for changes in the quantity of that gas
in the atmosphere. Finding a rather startling build up, it is therefore possible, to pose some
risks associated with this, and nobody is saying these are more than risks because the climate
is immensely complicated and, let’s face it, we don’t really understand all that much about
how it works. This carbon dioxide has the capacity to slow down the escape of long-wave
heat radiation from the earth and so there is trapped heat (global warming), which leads to
melting ice-caps and all those things you already know about. But, think of this heat as
energy because that gives you a better grasp of the possibilities. If you build up this energy it
has to go somewhere, and like a pressure-cooker (do they have those anymore?) you reach a
significant point and the energy escapes through a valve regulator. Some of this built-up heat
in the atmosphere may drive hurricane formation which transforms it into destructive
movement and the capacity to suck up monstrous quantities of sea water and thrash it around.
When it moves across from West Africa toward Florida, it is picking up energy as it goes, but
once it reaches land, chances are, given all the turbulence etc, it will dissipate a lot of that
energy, release unholy amounts of water and fade. However, if it then moves over the
shallow, sub-tropical Gulf of Mexico it enters a feeding-frenzy. Katrina lowered the
temperature of the Gulf by 3°F by the time it had finished with it, and dissipated that colossal amount
of energy into the rains that drowned New Orleans.
All this extra energy can shift pressure systems, such as it did with the jet stream over the UK in 200?
When it turned much of England into an island landscape much as it was before the medieval
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drainages. Or the rain-bearing winds may fail to reach their destination and desiccation continues
resulting in the annual fires in the American West and the horrifying conflagration in the Australian
state of Victoria in 2008/9. This heat can melt ice caps, drown coastal and low-lying areas, displace
millions of people, and shift the distribution of disease habitats and so on. And, we should remember,
the consequences of this process wash up in everyone’s back yard, whether they helped produce it or
not. It is hardly likely that the eventual disappearance of the Republic of the Maldives—a low lying
atoll state, is a judgment on their industrial profligacy because they don’t have any industry, and
hardly any cars.
Some Analytical Dilemmas
First of all, we know that climate has changed in the past, and we cannot blame man for it because it
was happening before he was around, or when he was not around in sufficient numbers to do any
significant damage. The best example of this are the several Ice Ages, the last of which is shown here
at its maximum extent, which clearly indicate climate change—though not why the climate changed.
One possibility, variations in the Solar Constant, the amount of energy put out by the sun, which may
well not have been so constant after all.
Or, we can look at old coastal or river terraces that show that the earth and the sea were at different
altitudes, one to the other, in the past. We can look at cave paintings in Algeria that clearly show a
life-style and fauna totally at variance with the bleak desert landscape in which these cave paintings
are now to be found. Or we can remark on the fact that it was possible to hold an annual fair on the
frozen Thames several hundred years ago
during the so-called “Little Ice Age.” But,
we have to be careful because the same
evidence may be open to more than one
explanation. Deserts can be produced by
over-grazing, but a change of that scale and
over such an enduring time is unlikely. The
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frozen Thames may not freeze now because of all the warm water disgorged into it by power plants
along its banks, especially since they are most active when people are cold!

The problem is not whether climate change occurs or not—we know it does—so it would be
strange if there were not
some change in the system.
The problem comes when
you try to nail down
whether or not the present
situation is “unusual” and,
much more contentious,
whether it is the result of
the actions of humans.
Clearly, there are are considerable policy differences depending on whether this is, as the
insurance companies love to say, “An Act of God” or whether this is a consequence of Man’s
profligacy. There is no doubt about the build-up of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere—that is
something totally measurable. And, we know that carbon dioxide influences the temperature
of the atmosphere, so, logically shouldn’t we be able to say that more carbon dioxide (and
other “greenhouse gases like methane) should or could raise temperatures. But, on the other
hand raised temperatures could mean more water vapor in the air, which means more clouds,
which means more energy reflected back into space—so the system becomes self-correcting.
Or, more carbon dioxide will result in more vegetation, because it thrives on CO2 , and so
more vegetation soaks up more CO2 and puts out more oxygen. All these things are possible,
but whether they do provide this cybernetic, or feed-back system in reality, we cannot prove.
So, nobody can prove, and that is the word that matters, what precisely is happening.
Politicians can seize upon this and use it as an excuse for inaction, and especially for
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avoiding the types of life-style legislation that would be needed to deal with real climate
change. What are the other problems that compromise our action regarding climate change?
•

This problem has been building for a long time, and action could (should?) have been
taken to slow it down, or prevent it, a long time ago so we would be reaping the
benefits now. But, preventive action, even at this level of threat, involves spending
money now to avoid something in the future. The voting public is never much
interesting in doing that, especially if you cannot prove, precisely, that this threat
exists here and now. They prefer the crisis to be staring them down. Sad, but true.

•

The politician has a short-term perspective, mainly based on the electoral timetable,
and so is unlikely to be thinking about posterity. Long-term issues, as most
environmental ones are, are unlikely to be attention-grabbers.

•

The main effects, as we have noted, are likely to be extreme events, and not
incremental changes. It does not necessarily follow that the voting public will
associate these fires,
droughts, floods, hurricanes
etc with a term like “global
warming,” which sounds
warm and fuzzy. “Climate
change” would be better.
But, they will still be seen by
many, especially politicians
who automatically disengage
from responsibility for chaos
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by saying that they are “Acts of God.” God is the politician’s best alibi, and they use
him a lot.
•

The public is confused by the “science fatigue” element. With all the U-Tubes, MySpaces, National Geographic and Discovery channels and the like around, this should
be the best-informed public ever—shouldn’t it? The problem is that you can find,
online, every form of contradictory “scientific” explanation of almost anything—
California

including why President Bush bombed
the World Trade Center. Nobody is running
assuming
maximum sea

quality control on much of this stuff;level
or censorship
rise from as its producers would call it.
melting ice.
Would anyone
believe this, or
by technology and so, now, there is a certain cynicism about scientific
care?

Now, it has to be said that the Doomsayers, from Malthus on, have been circumvented

pronouncements about the end of the world as we know it. Plus, if I can turn on Type
the internet and find a four-part series by Canadian scientists saying that this whole
climate change this is baloney, who is Joe Public supposed to believe? The point is,
once more, this issue of “proof” in the scientific sense. Instead, we should bring in the
insurance agents and ask them about risk analysis. Already they are refusing to cover
you if you want to rebuild your house for the fourth time on the Carolina Banks, or
have rocketed-up your insurance if you live in the main hurricane areas because
damage has shown a statistical tendency to increase with frequency and ferocity of
these phenomena. Is the
insurance company
supporting theories of
climate change? No. They
are saying “things are
getting worse, and that
doesn’t happen without a
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cause. But we deal with effects and the risk associated with them. Now you better
decide on the cause.”
•

The problem is that one possible, or even likely, cause, is our profligacy. Now, any
politician who wants to deal with that is brave indeed and is unlikely to survive—
that’s the reality of it. Huge gas taxes, big investments in nuclear and other alternative
energy, boost the railroads and public transport, and so forth. The major energy
companies, except nuclear, would be lobbying against you, as would be those behind
the entire consumer economy, the car industry and so forth. Do we produce politicians
of that stature any more? Did we ever?

An additional complication is that not all aspects of climate change are expected to be bad.
This map, produced by the Environmental Protection Agency shows the beneficial aspects for
one type of agriculture, thus increasing the surpluses we already pay people not to produce.

31What’s to be done about climate change?
I do wish you hadn’t asked me that. Students fifteen years ago used to ask me “what will it
take to make people wake up to the risk from climate change, and the need to do something
about it?” I didn’t know, but I suggested that “the loss of a major American city might do it.”
Well, we had that, and it did nothing. But Katrina did show us how, despite being the most
technologically-advanced and richest nation on earth we collapsed like a house of cards
before the effects of Katrina, even though they were precisely what the Army Corps of
Engineers had predicted, six years before, they would be with lower-force hurricane.
Knowing the science, it appears, does not do it for us. The implications of Katrina are that
human weaknesses and frailties can beat science and technology hands down, as they have
done in the irrationality that preceded the 1929 Stock Market Crash, or the “Property Boom”
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insanity of the 2002-2007 period. Everything bad that happened in Katrina was the result of
“human error” (building casinos instead of stronger levies, bumbling around in total
indecision in the gubernatorial mansion for three days before committing the national guard,
leaving the school buses—the only way out for those in the poorest (lowest-lying) areas,
where they would be inundated immediately in a flood, appointing someone with experience
in horse-breeding to run the mighty federal emergency management apparatus who, clearly,
had no clue what was going on…) Before we start scrutinizing the nuances of the science and
technology, it is useful to remember that this is how most crises and disasters burst upon us.
Indeed, as the Titanic demonstrated so well—there would have been no crisis without this
pervasive ineptitude. How on earth do you guard against this? How do you prevent or control
it? What will it really take to awaken us to the risk of doing nothing. The current financial
crisis, of global proportions, is entirely the result of what Federal Reserve Chairman once, so
perfectly, called Irrational Exuberance, or what I think used to be called “blind stupidity.”
Put this into the equation and you are more likely to get closer to a workable approximation
of where we are. But now, since we can handle only one crisis at a time, it is likely that the
climatic apocalypse has gone onto the back-burner now that our pension funds, houses, cars
and jobs are, collectively worth next-to-nothing. Does this sound silly and exaggerated.
Perhaps it does. But, if one is looking for a serious, practical way to deal with the threat of
climate change, your biggest barriers are greed, selfishness, indulgence, vested interests and
an almost limitless capacity for cognitive dissonance—which is a good way of saying “I
know the facts but I am going to do what I want to do anyway, regardless.” Lots of people get
married, disastrously, by using the same process, so climate change policy has a long and
distinguished provenance. It is my belief that we may adopt less-polluting energy producing
technologies—especially nuclear—but this is likely to be a reaction to the terrifying volatility
of the oil market, rather than climate change considerations. The world is now talking about
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one new nuclear station every eighteen days. Given that utilities are one of the biggest
contributors to carbon dioxide pollution, this would be a very significant step in the right
direction. The $160 barrel of oil in the summer of 2008 helped drive Americans away from
the monster cars parked in front of their even-more monster homes, though prices are down
again now. The “scare is in” however, for if they went up that fast once, they can, and
probably will, do it again. Acres of SUVs surround the lots of car dealers all over America.
So, incrementally, the necessary steps for controlling climate change may be achieved, but
not per se. They are happening for reasons of reducing dependence on “fossil fuels” mainly
because these fossil fuels are in the hands of people seen as hostile, unstable and capricious.
Good for them—they will get us where we need to be, where rationality, foresight and the
totally mythical policy field of “sustainability” never will. Pray for more unstable and crazy
leaders, or people who hate us, wherever oil is to be found—the record is pretty good so far.
That is what might save us. Cynical? Yes. True? Probably.
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7W. Sustainability

“When I use a word,” said
Humpty Dumpty in a rather
scornful tone, “it means what I
choose it to mean—neither
more, nor less.”
“The question is,” said Alice,
“whether you can make words
mean so many different things.”
“The question is,” said Humpty
Dumpty, “which is to be master.
That’s all.”
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32Oh Dear. How to avoid shattering earnest good
intentions.
“Sustainability,” is one of those words that, like “excellence” has totally lost all meaning
through, often empty, endless repetition. It rings hollow in the year now and is a code for
grant-writing, and showing good intentions. Pity really, because it is an excellent idea and
used to be a valuable item in the lexicon.
The concept is the exact opposite of what the word “politics” and “consumerism” have come
to mean. In effect it is there to remind us that what we do now has consequences for those
who follow. In many societies, particularly in the east, life is part of a great continuum
between ancestors and successors—and that is much healthier than what we have. Of course,
we appreciate what they have left us, in works of art, cathedrals, literature etc, though that is
not why any of that was created. The most enduring of monuments, the Pyramids of Egypt,
were raised as a celebration of enormous vanity and power, not as future subjects of son et
lumière on the plain of Giza for generations yet unborn. The Pyramids were not for us—they
were to remind us of who built them. Actually, there’s not much you can do with a Pyramid
any..33
Instinctively we know, especially if we are a member of the Western middle class, that this is
a warm, fuzzy, and altogether good word that we should nurture because it is our moral
responsibility to Mother Earth, or something like that. Anyway, it has to be better than a lot
of trash flying around. “Sustainability” people are also “recycle” people, have a reasonable
education and time to think about these things. You can feel good about sustainability as
though you had built a very small pyramid because future generations, if there are any, will
feel a sense of gratitude to you for preserving this footpath, species or whatever.
33

Sam Goldwyn, who is reputed to have said many things, is attributed with the astute observation: “What did
posterity ever do for me?”
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These are the people who, quite correctly, ask what right we have to hurry along the
extinction of some species or other that took millions of years to evolve. Opponents say “you
didn’t even know it was here until someone pointed out in was “endangered.”” God may
enter the conversation at this point, and issues of moral responsibility and so forth, at which
point you know it is not going to get resolved unless the courts intervene, and legislation has
been enacted to preserve the “endangered ones.”
I, personally, feel very bad if some plant or animal becomes extinct specifically because of
us, though I am very much aware that well over 90 per cent of the species that ever lived on
this earth are now, very permanently, extinct. But, what is the provenance of this
sustainability issue?
In the past we had preservationists who wanted to preserve some element of flora, fauna or
landscape, often as it existed before man and RV came along. The Wilderness idea is central
to this, and although you cannot “preserve” a wilderness and have tourists trekking through
it, sensu strictu, you can make a good approximation, and so, yes, we really do value the bits
of medieval forest, Stonehenge, Yellowstone etc that would otherwise have been
compromised by development or something equally awful.
The conservationists were a little more subtle in the sense that they were not locked in time
eternally, but wanted the wise use of resources so they were not all stripped and gone by the
time we woke up. Elizabethan England went on an orgy of chopping down forests in order to
build those “half-timbered” Tudor houses so beloved, in reproduction, by stockbrokers, and,
of course, the mighty “wooden walls,” the British Navy. Conservation is concerned with the
continued flow of resources, where that is possible, or the development of sustainable options
where it is not (alternative energy research paid for from taxes on oil, gas and coal).
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Sustainability is a state of mind—a way of approaching issues,



rather than a method. The concept,

A Commission, headed by
the Prime Minister of
Norway, reported to the
UN in 1988:
"Over the course of the
20th century the
relationship between the
human world and the
planet that sustains it has
undergone a profound
change ....... major,
unintended changes are
occurring in the
atmosphere, in soils, in
waters, among plants and
animals, and in the
relationships among all of
these. The rate of change
is outstripping the ability
of scientific disciplines and
our current capabilities to
assess and advise. It is
frustrating the attempts of
political and economic
institutions, which evolved
in a different, more
fragmented world, to
adapt and cope ........
To keep options open for
future generations, the
present generation must
begin now, and begin
together, nationally and
internationally.



though it is timeless, came to the
fore of the environmental
movement during another of those
iconic moments that pass, like the
Rio Conference. This was the UN
World Commission on Environment and Development, or
more strictly, the book it produced that had everyone talking
for a while: Our Common Future.
The key quote relating to the need for sustainability is included
in the accompanying text box here. I believe that the statement
given there is quite correct, and a warning to be heeded—or
else. They went on to say that Sustainability really
encapsulates the idea of behaving now in a manner that does
not reduce the options open to future generations. The put it as
“meeting the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” Seems
fair. But, it is totally at variance, in the West anyway, with our
approach to life in the Post-War Era. We have swallowed-up
farmland wholesale for bleak, sterile suburbs; guzzled gallons
of gasoline in a profligate and wasteful way—coal likewise. If
so many people abandon their current family situation, parents,

children to selfish agendas, or their bodies to obesity, why would you think, for a moment ,
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that they are going to set aside time, money and pleasure for those generations “yet unborn?”
They would be right up there with Sam Goldwyn on this issue.
Since Sustainability is a state of mind, once more it comes back to teaching the next
generation, though what they learn in school and what they see at home may be a study in
dialectics. Again, we may create a more sustainable future by the collapse of our own selfindulgent present; not through some philosophical enlightenment. We could certainly do with
a dose of “life-simplification” and the rediscovery of non-material values. At least that could
cut down on the self-indulgence.
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Part five
What to do?
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33Right, so what are we supposed to do now?
I knew it was going to come to this. It is much easier to pontificate about what is wrong than
it is to say how to set it to rights. First of all, the vast majority of people—maybe all of them
—are going to do precisely nothing to change their ways as a result of this book. The people
who bought, and read, it were already well on the right path or they would not have picked it
up in the first place. The rest wouldn’t pick it up anyway I suppose, but you never know and
that is why people keep on writing things like this—beyond the purely ego issue, or the need
to get tenure or promotion if I were not retired already. But, you cannot live without hope, or
that’s what I have been told several times by people who should know. If there is hope, it has
to spring from changes that are not specifically environmental or sustainability motivated, but
which produce benign effects on this planet of ours. Clean energy, gasoline at $20 a gallon…
The second hope lies with the post Global-Financial-Crisis generation, which grows up out of
the ruins of irrational exuberance and plain stupidity. It is just, but barely just, possible that
some new values, life-styles and awareness could arise from the ruins of old. This would be
something akin to a miracle, given the track-record of the human race, but even miracles are
not ruled-out in this book you will be pleased to know, even though they too—according to
science as presently defined—are irrational too. We need to think in terms of the total
numbers being piled onto this planet, and the outrageous way that about 9 per cent of them
live in a orgy of consumption and waste. And, at the end of the day, this 9 per cent living
(ever-longer) in the rich countries define success by:
 Increasing dependence on prescription mind-altering drugs to defeat depression
 Increasing dependence on illegal mind-altering drugs to defeat depression, boredom,
hopelessness and emptiness
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 Increasingly dying from stress-related illnesses such as heart disease, diabetes, morbid
obesity
 Partnering in family relationships that more often than not will fail with consequences

for the children
 Working harder and harder with less
and less time for family
 Living in a culture where there are

virtually no friends, according the
Washington Post. So there is no real
support network
 Seeking support from more and more extreme forms of religion


If you look at the
figures on this
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Here is a
statement
showing the top
prescriptions for
Indiana
University in
2007--#1 drug of
choice—
antidepressant.

page and the next, then you have to ask whether “success” is worth the sacrifices we
ask the environment to make. This does not look like a society that works. There is a
good case to be made for an alternative to chasing immediate satisfaction at all costs.
So, it seems fair to say that our ‘developed successful countries” are profoundly unhappy
places, and we should face up to it. The Global Financial Crisis affords us a chance to think
this way—but the pressure will be to get back to the free-wheeling, free-spending society that
just collapsed. That was an economy based 74 per cent on consumerism, and what are we to
put in its place, realistically speaking, as we “rebuild” the economy after the crisis?
Mainly, we have to get away from measuring “success”—psychologically grotesque though it
may be—as based on production and a GDP based on production and giving “value” to
nature by treating it as a source of “resources.” We need to create a new economics which
gives builds in the costs of all this indulgence 34in advance, instead of waiting for some crisis
to break upon us that was utterly predictable. Up to now we have been concerned, as far as
“sustainability” is concerned, in wondering how we can continue to grow in a world of “fixed
resources.” Where was the energy to come from? This argument was defined very well by my
colleague, Dr. Kerry Krutilla, as follows:
“…[U]ntil the publication of the Bruntland Report and the Rio Conference in 1992,35
… the concern was whether sustained per capita growth, or sustained per capita
output, or sustained per capita GDP are possible in view of the fixed supply of nonrenewable resource stocks—energy, minerals, natural ecosystems—upon which GDP
depends [in an economy that values production], and/or limits on the rate of
regeneration of non-renewable resources—fish, trees, agricultural crops—used as
inputs into society’s production.36 “Sustained” or “sustainable” in this context means
“non-declining or “increasing” per capita economic growth (or income).

34

World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987. Published as Annex to General Assembly
document A/42/427, Development and International Co-operation: Environment August 2, 1987. Sometimes
known as the “Bruntland Report,” after Gro Harlem Brundtland (then Norwegian Prime Minister) who chaired
the Commission. The popular version of the report was sold as “Our Common Future.”
35
United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), Rio de Janeiro, 3-14 June 1992
36
Author’s emphasis
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After the release of the Brundtland Report and the Rio Conference, however, there
has also been concern about [effects on human health and happiness37] For example,
even if per capita GDP [could] increase forever in a world of finite resources38--that
is, sustained economic growth is achievable—might it be the case that the overall
quality of life declines because of some negative impacts associated with economic
growth? For example, negative human health effects from pollution might more than
offset the beneficial consequences of the increased consumption possibilities the
economic growth allows. Thus, people might be happier by reducing39 economic
growth and having cleaner air. One very important aspect of environmental
economics is how to make this tradeoff as low as possible; [but not prevent it] that is
how to improve the environment with the lowest possible loss of economic output and
consumption possibilities.40
A “welfare” or “quality of life” measure that captures both economic growth and the
direct environmental affects on human well-being is referred to as “development.”
“Sustainable development” is usually defined as a development path in which
society’s future “well-being” does not decline. “Well-being” in this sense refers to
both indirect (growth) and direct (environmental quality, other subjective factors)
components of human happiness. Hence, it is quite possible that a sustainable path
would not lead to sustainable development and vice-versa, sustainable development
might imply the need for declining economic growth.”
Once we allow for the possibility that human well-being depends on more than just
economic growth and consumption possibilities, the question arises: how should we
measure “development” or the “quality of life,” so that the policy-makers know what
policy target to try to achieve? The measure now used by policy-makers, GDP, is
manifestly flawed as a measure of development.41

Scientifically, there is consensus among scientists, despite all the naysayers and the casuistry
about “proof,” that serious damage is being done to the world. There is a movement among
politicians in the “developed countries” to consider “alternative energy” possibilities—given
the wild price fluctuations of fossil fuels and strategic political vulnerability resulting from
the dependence of the consumer on capricious producers.42 Possibly, the public-at-large in
developed countries might see the consequences of “irrational exuberance” (greed and
37

And, I would add, Safety.
Of course, we do not necessarily know entirely what is, or isn’t, a resource because science can redefine this.
39
Author’s emphasis
40
But this should also be accompanied by a real question about the issue of limitless, wasteful consumption, and
not be built-in as a norm.
41
Prof. Kerry Krutilla, School of Public and Environmental Affairs, Indiana University, Bloomington, USA.
Personal communication.
42
The “collateral” energy damage of the annual natural gas spat between Russia and Ukraine, and the 2008
rocketing gasoline prices make “alternative energy” an every-more attractive prospect. Though this has little, if
anything to do with environmental sense and rationality, it may produce the required effect.
38
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consumerism) in the Global Financial Crisis and decide that need is better than greed. At
some point, the citizens of the rich countries may even question whether the price of
“success,” (paranoia, stress, obesity and financial chaos) is too large to be any sort of lifegoal. Some sort of simplicity and a rediscovery of nature could emerge from all of this, as a
secondary consequence. Something, we must conclude, is better than nothing and if these
realities help us look at scientific risk instead of caviling about “proof,” look at how trivial,
destructive and socially dystfunctional our values of growth, production and consumerism
really are, and how there is nobody out there “looking out for us,” then the means justify the
ends.
Those concerned about sustainability and preserving our life-support system need to be
flexible in defining their political strategies and be less dogmatic about drawing everyone to
the loyal band of “greens.” To some this may sound like some sort of Trotsky-ite agenda
hoping that things get bad enough to create the preconditions for “the Revolution.” Maybe it
is, but again, the point to bear in mind is that the principles of sustainability become
operational, and not just a comforting middle-class source of angst.
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